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The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) swarms in civilian applications such as
surveillance, agriculture, search and rescue, and border patrol is becoming popular.
UAVs have also found use as mobile or portable base stations. In these applica-
tions, communication requirements for UAVs are generally stricter as compared to
conventional aircrafts. Hence, there needs to be an efficient Medium Access Con-
trol (MAC) protocol that ensures UAVs experience low channel access delays and
high throughput. Some challenges when designing UAVs MAC protocols include
interference and rapidly changing channel states, which require a UAV to adapt its
data rate to ensure data transmission success. Other challenges include Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements and multiple contending UAVs that result in collisions
and channel access delays.
To this end, this thesis aims to utilize Multi-Packet Reception (MPR) technol-
ogy. In particular, it considers nodes that are equipped with a Successive Inter-
ference Cancellation (SIC) radio, and thereby, allowing them to receive multiple
transmissions simultaneously. A key problem is to identify a suitable a Time Divi-
sion Multiple Access (TDMA) transmission schedule that allows UAVs to transmit
successfully and frequently. Moreover, in order for SIC to operate, there must be
a sufficient difference in received power. However, in practice, due to the location
and orientation of nodes, the received power of simultaneously transmitting nodes
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may cause SIC decoding to fail at a receiver. Consequently, a key problem concerns
the placement and orientation of UAVs to ensure there is diversity in received signal
strength at a receiving node. Lastly, interference between UAVs serving as base
station is a critical issue. In particular, their respective location may have excessive
interference or cause interference to other UAVs; all of which have an impact on the
schedule used by these UAVs to serve their respective users.
To address the first problem, this thesis adopts a discrete optimization approach
to select a transmission schedule that yields the highest expected number of successes
over random channel gains. In addition, it proposes a novel heuristic approach to
generate a subset of transmission schedules for use in large-scale UAV networks. The
results show both proposed approaches yield high throughput under various network
conditions. The average number of successful transmissions for schedules generated
by the proposed solutions is greater than 70%. In contrast, a competing approach
only has an average success rate of less than 50%. The work also includes a trace-
based simulation using data from a test-bed with three static or mobile UAVs. The
results show that using a transmission schedule where at most two UAVs transmit
yields more transmission successes.
As for the second problem, this thesis introduces a novel Learning Medium Access
Control (L-MAC) for multi-rate UAVs. The ground station uses L-MAC to learn
a TDMA schedule length that yields the highest throughput. UAVs, on the other
hand, use L-MAC to learn the best transmission slot and data rate for a given frame
length. In addition, UAVs can also use L-MAC to learn the optimal orientation that
yields the highest transmission success. Extensive simulation results show that L-
MAC achieves up to five times higher throughput as compared to the well-known
Aloha protocol. Specifically, L-MAC achieves a throughput of 500 kbps as compared
to 100 kbps for Aloha. In comparison, Aloha with SIC achieves a throughput of 300
kbps for the same network scenario. The results also show that the frame length is
always set to around 60% to 75% of the total number of UAVs.
Finally, this thesis considers optimizing the location of UAVs in order to improve
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network capacity. A key challenge is the interference caused by transmitting ground
devices in neighboring cells. This problem is solved using a Gibbs sampling approach
where UAVs sample discrete locations to find the optimal location that leads to the
minimal schedule length. Simulation results show that the proposed approach results
in schedule lengths that are up to 17% shorter as compared to simply placing UAVs
at equidistant to all ground nodes. Results also show that the optimal schedule
length is 110 time slots per frame in case of 250 ground devices, which equates to
approximately 44% of the total number of ground devices.
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or drones have a myriad of applications that can
be classified broadly into two categories: military and civil. Both can further be
subdivided as shown in Figure 1.1. Military applications include drones capable
of performing reconnaissance and combat missions. One example is the Predator
drone, which has a satellite link for sending real-time images to ground stations.
The Predator drone is now used in various countries for reconnaissance as well as
for destroying targets [12] [13].
Drones have many civil applications; see Figure 1.1. Companies such as Amazon
and Google have been working on drone based delivery services [14]. Drones are also
envisioned as flying taxis [15], and to date, these taxis have been trialed successfully
in Dubai [16]. Apart from that, drones are used frequently by the general public for
photography and by hobbyists [17]. They have become an ideal choice for journalists
[3], where they are frequently used to capture live events. They are cheaper than
helicopters due to their low cost, and portability. Drones have also found use in
fields such as agriculture and wildlife monitoring [18]. For example, UAVs can be
equipped with thermal sensors to monitor and track one or more animals [19].
A UAV swarm can also be employed for border surveillance and to monitor
border crossings [20]. In these applications, UAVs are expected to remain in the
1
Figure 1.1: Applications of UAVs [1][2][3][4] [5].
air for a prolonged period of time, which is not possible due to their limited fuel.
Algorithms can be designed to activate and fly UAVs only when certain conditions
occur. For example, in [21], UAVs equipped with motion sensors continuously sense
the environment and alert the operator whenever there is a target. If an operator
believes an event requires attention, it deploys an UAV [22]. Precision agriculture
is also beginning to rely on drones for monitoring soil and crops [23].
UAVs have also found applications in communication systems. They can function
as remote base stations to extend the coverage or capacity of a cellular network [24].
They are more cost effective as compared to deploying femto-cells [25], and they
are able to change their position and orientation to meet changing traffic and user
distribution [4, 26]. Besides that, UAVs acting as base stations are particularly
useful after a natural disaster [27].
Drones can be equipped with one or more sensors. Examples include gyroscope,
accelerometer, magnetometer, pressure and navigation sensors [28]. These sensors
are used for different purposes including drone control and data collection. The uses
of these sensors are shown in Table 1.2. For example, UAVs equipped with a light
detection and ranging or LiDAR sensor can be used as a remote sensing device to
generate a map of a disaster area and to estimate damages [9]. LiDAR equipped
UAVs can also be used for 3D modeling of buildings [29, 30].
UAVs can be classified as follows:
2
Table 1.1: Classification of applications.
Area Drone Type Number of
Drones
Applications Examples


























of a cellular network
[4, 27, 37], [25]
Table 1.2: List of sensors on board UAVs [6][7][8][9].
Sensor Category Sensor Uses
Gesture Control
Gyroscope To stabilize drone motion
Accelerometer Detects changes in drone orientation






Satellite navigation of drone
Communication
Camera Used for remote operation of drone and recording
Telemetry radio sta-
tion
Communication & Control from ground stations
Obstacle avoidance
Ultrasonic range sensor Obstacle avoidance
Electronic Speed Con-
trol (ESC)
Automatic varying of speed
LiDAR Laser mapping, 3D modeling
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1. Fixed wing drones. They look similar to normal commercial or fighter jets
except they do not have a cockpit. Fixed wing drones can be sub-divided into
two categories:
(a) High Altitude and Long Endurance (HALE). These are mainly military
drones. Examples include Aquila and Predator drones. They typically
need a long runway; for instance, Predator drones need a runway with a
length of 1500 meters [38]. HALE drones offer great flying time because
they are built similar to conventional jets and have sufficient fuel to sus-
tain long flights. For example, RQ-4 global Hawk drones can fly up to
24-hours [31] whereas a Predator drone can fly up to 40-hours without
re-fueling [1].
(b) Low Altitude and Short Endurance (LASE). These are smaller drones
with short flying time typically ranging from 40 to 70 minutes [11]. They
are normally battery operated and weigh below five kilogram. These
drones fly at low altitudes, making them suitable for aerial surveillance
and monitoring applications [2].
2. Multi rotor drones. They use multiple rotating blades as a lifting mechanism.
Common designs include quadcopters [39], hexacopters [40] and octacopters
[28]. Multiple rotors tend to produce varying thrust and thus requires elec-
tronic stabilizers [41]. As compared to fixed wing drones, multi rotor drones
are much cheaper and easier to operate [42]. Also, they do not require any
command center. Instead they can be operated by a single person using a
laptop or a smart phone. A shortcoming is their short flying time because
they are powered by a battery. Their flying time normally ranges from thirty
minutes to two hours. Bigger batteries can be used at the expense of a higher
weight, which affects lift [39, 43].
3. Single rotor drones. Single rotor drones are also known as Helicopter-based
UAVs (H-UAVs). They utilize one rotary blade, have one main rotor and a
4
1.1. Communications
Table 1.3: A comparison of different UAVs and their capabilities [10][11].
UAV Type Flying Diffi-
culty
Flying Time Applications Cost Comments



















Simple and cheap de-
sign
















In development Not yet available in the
market
tail rotor. They are more stable as compared to multi rotor drones. H-UAVs
use a lifting mechanism that is very similar to helicopters; the combination of
two rotors help facilitate lift and maneuver. This complex lifting technique
results in higher cost [44, 45].
4. Fixed-wing hybrid. These drones are also known as Vertical Take-off and Land-
ing (VTOL) aircrafts. Their design combines the benefits of rotary drones
and fixed-wing drones, meaning they can land vertically and take-off similar
to fixed wings drones. These capabilities offer more speed and endurance. For
example Boeing’s X-50 has a maximum speed of 400 kilometers per hour with
five hours of flying time [46, 47].
1.1 Communications
Conventional aircrafts are required to communicate with Air Traffic Controllers
(ATCs). However, UAVs have additional communication requirements. They have
to be in contact with an operator who remotely pilots an aircraft [48]. A UAV may
also have to transmit different sensor values to a ground station. The communication
requirements of UAVs can be divided into three categories:
5
1.1. Communications
1. Platform safety. The aim is to ensure flight safety. It includes communication
with an ATC, and between drones for collision avoidance [49]. ATC traffic
is similar to those generated by conventional aircrafts. Typical bandwidth
requirement is 10 Kbps per aircraft [50]. It is only required for large drones;
i.e., those with a maximum takeoff weight greater than 150 Kg and a maximum
range higher than 30 Km [51].
2. Remote piloting. This requires communication between an UAV and a ground
station for the purpose of operating an UAV. Video transmissions between an
UAV to an operator may require 1 Mbps [48]. Remote Control (RC) can be of
different types. The simplest type is controlling an aircraft through a joystick.
It requires very low delay as an UAV needs to be operated in real time. This
kind of link requires 10 Kbps of data rate and less than 10 ms delay [49]. RC
can also be indirect where flight path instructions such as coordinates are sent
to a drone [52]. A satellite link can be used in this case as delay is not a
critical issue. An Iridium link, for instance, offers 2.1 Kbps with delays in the
range of one to seven seconds [53]; e.g., this satellite link is sufficient for flying
a Predator drone.
3. Sensor data. The sensor type dictates the amount of data. For example, an
IMU sensor sends data typically at 200 Hz. An altimeter on the other hand
transmits at a rate of 25 Hz [54]. Sensor data may require links with several
megabits per second; e.g., sensor data generated by HALE drones can exceed
250 Mbps [55].
A multi-UAV system can be centralized or decentralized. In a centralized system,
all UAVs are connected to a ground station. In a decentralized system, UAVs
communicate with each other and each UAV acts as a router. In a multi-UAVs
environment, UAVs may have to coordinate and act as a routing node to relay
information for other UAVs. Consequently, each UAV has to maintain topology and

















Figure 1.2: Communications among UAVs
through other UAVs when a destination is not within range.
Communication links between UAVs and to ground stations can be realized
using Wi-Fi [56], ZigBee [43] or Bluetooth [57]. For long range links, UAVs can be
connected to a cellular network, or a satellite. These communications links can be
divided into four categories:
1. Direct link. This can be realized using ZigBee and Wi-Fi, and it is typically
used by UAVs operating over short distances; i.e., less than 1.5 Km. ZigBee
[58] and Wi-Fi [59] are ideal choices because of their high availability, inex-
pensive hardware modules and use of unlicensed spectrum [49]. ZigBee can
be used for non-real-time applications. The data rate needs to be under 250
Kbps. ZigBee can provide a range of about 200 meters for a ground to air link
and about 500 meter for an air-to-air link [60]. The range is extended to 1.5
Km in case of ZigBee Pro [61], and thus making it an ideal choice for applica-
tions such as control and coordination of UAVs because these do not require
high bandwidth [62]. IEEE 802.11 [59] is ideal for transmitting images and
videos. A Wi-Fi link is only viable for short distances with a maximum range
of 500 meter [52]. Both ZigBee and Wi-Fi can be used on a single drone [63].
In such cases, Wi-Fi can be used for more bandwidth demanding applications
such as sensor data while ZigBee can be used for control and coordination [62].
2. Cellular. This is suitable for UAVs operating over long distances [48]. Along
7
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with increased range, cellular networks also provide data rates as high as 1
Gbps; see Table 1.4.
3. Satellite. Military drones are usually connected to ground stations through
satellite links when they operate beyond Line-of-Sight (LoS). An aircraft re-
ceives instructions and transmits sensor data over a satellite data link [64].
The data can be a few kilobits per second for remote control of aircraft but
it can be several megabits per second for transmission of sensor data [55].
The satellite link can connect a ground station to an UAV as well as serve a
link between UAVs. Satellites can also be used as a backhaul in emergency
situations, especially when UAVs are deployed during a disaster [65, 66].
The coverage of a UAV network can be extended using mesh technology [67, 68].
Each node in a mesh network can relay information to a ground station via one or
more UAVs. This eliminates the requirement for each UAV to be in the range of
a ground station. Figure 1.2 shows a typical mesh network scenario. Each UAV
is equipped with ZigBee Pro [61] for communication. Only UAV D-3 is in the
communication range of the ground station. UAV D-1 is at a destination site and it
has to transmit information to a ground station. It cannot directly reach the ground
station as it is out of range. UAV D-1 can relay sensed data to the ground station
via D-2 and D-3.
Understanding the UAV propagation channel is important for the design and per-
formance evaluation of UAV based communication systems. To date, most works
have focused on Air-to-Ground (AG) communication channel. This is reasonable
given that regulating bodies only allow LoS communications due to safety con-
cerns. However, researchers are now shifting their focus towards safe operation of
UAVs without LoS. Past works that characterize AG communication channels in-
clude [69–71] and [72]. Reference [73] and [74] investigate the effects of antenna
height and orientation on the Received Signal Strength (RSS) and throughput of a
IEEE 802.11a system based UAV network. The authors found that with suitable
8
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antenna orientation, height differences can be alleviated. The authors also investi-
gated RSS and throughput changes with a fixed height and distance by changing
antenna orientation. The study in [74] shows that the best result is achieved when
a horizontally oriented dipole antenna on a UAV communicates with a horizontally
oriented dipole antenna on an elevated ground node. The characteristics of IEEE
802.11 air-to-air channel are discussed in [75]. The authors use a number of flight
campaigns to investigate channel characteristics with respect to changing distance,
antenna orientation and height of a UAV. For air-to-air channel, the results show
a strong signal variance and multi-path effects when a UAV flies at a low altitude.
Radio propagation conditions are also quite different for air-to-air communications
as compared to air-to-ground communications. UAVs usually have LoS [76]. Unlike
conventional propagation models, error statistics are also non-stationary for UAVs
because of constantly changing distance [77]. UAV-to-UAV communications also
offer better reception because both the transmitter and receiver are in the air. Ex-
periments conducted in [62] show that packet reception rates are much better for
air-to-air links as compared to air-to-ground or ground-to-air links [77].
1.2 Problem Space and Motivation
A key challenge when designing a Medium Access Control (MAC) for multi-UAV
networks is to ensure quick channel access. This is particularly important when
UAVs have limited energy and memory. Moreover, they may waste energy when
contending for the channel and when they have to retransmit lost packets.
Figure 1.3 shows example scenarios with multiple UAVs communicating with
a single ground station and also multiple ground stations communicating with a
UAV. These UAVs are usually equipped with one or more sensors because they are
required to communicate with the ground station periodically for remote piloting
and transmission of sensed data. Moreover, depending on the application, there may
be Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in terms of delay or bandwidth [93]. In
9
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particular, the communication between UAVs and ground stations may have have a
certain data rate requirement; e.g., video transmissions require at least 1 Mbps [94].
On the other hand, simple LoS control of a UAV through a joy stick requires only














Figure 1.3: Example UAV networks (a) Multiple UAVs communicating with a
ground station (b) Multiple ground stations communicating with a UAV
Guaranteeing these requirements, however, is challenging as there may be trans-
mission errors due to collisions or interference, and channel access delays, especially
when multiple UAVs or ground stations contend for channel access. In this respect,
the channel access protocol used by UAVs and ground stations has a significant im-
pact on performance. In particular, it must ensure transmissions are collision-free.
One approach to guarantee collision-free channel access is to employ Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA). This means each UAV is allowed to transmit in a fixed
and periodic transmission slot without channel contention. An example transmis-
sion schedule for use by the network in Figure 1.3(a) is shown in Figure 1.4(a). We
see that each UAV transmits one after another. In any given time, there is only
one transmitting node; hence, UAVs do not experience any collisions. Also, as the
schedule repeats, each UAV is able to transmit periodically. This means if a schedule
is short, a UAV has a high link capacity to the ground station.
An approach to improve network capacity is to employ Multi-Packet Reception
(MPR) capability at ground stations. Specifically, they can be equipped with a
11
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Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) radio [96], which then allows them to
decode multiple simultaneous transmissions. Figure 1.4 shows two possible schedules
for the topology shown in Figure 1.3(a). In particular, without a SIC radio, the
schedule length is six slots in length. However, with a SIC radio, the ground station
only needs a schedule with three slots. As the schedule repeats, a shorter schedule
means each UAV is able to transmit more frequently to the ground station.
A
Time
(a) Schedule without SIC (b) Schedule with SIC
Time






Figure 1.4: Schedule with and without SIC.
A challenging aspect when operating UAVs is random channel gains. As shown
in [56], UAVs and ground stations can experience rapid fading. Yanmaz et al. [73]
showed that the Received Signal Strength (RSS) of a UAV-ground link experiences
rapid fluctuations due to multipath fading and variable UAV orientation. Moreover,
LoS communications may be blocked occasionally due to terrain or buildings [97].
Apart from that, signals are affected by air-frame shadowing during aircraft ma-
noeuvre [98]. This means for a given schedule, transmissions may fail. For example,
in the first slot depicted in Figure 1.4(b), transmitting UAVs may experience a de-
coding error due to random channel gains. Consequently, although the transmission
schedule with SIC is short, the number of decoding failures can be high. Hence, a
transmission schedule without SIC may be preferred.
To combat the vagaries of the wireless channel, estimating or obtaining Channel
State Information (CSI) may be necessary. This allows a transmitter to ascertain
the best Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) or data rate that ensures minimum
transmission errors. However, obtaining perfect CSI in UAV networks is not prac-
tical due to dynamic channel conditions. Hence, a solution that does not require a
ground station to first gather CSI will be advantageous.
Henceforth, this thesis aims to tackle the above challenges. Specifically, it con-
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siders multi-UAV networks that employ a TDMA schedule where ground stations
have a SIC radio. The main research problems of interest include:
1. How to identify the best TDMA schedule out of all possible schedules that
works well over imperfect CSI?
2. How to determine a TDMA schedule in a centralized and distributed manner?
3. How to determine the optimal TDMA schedule length?
4. How to optimize a UAV base station’s placement in single and multiple cells
scenario?
The first question relates to user or TDMA schedule selection. As shown in
Figure 1.4, a TDMA transmission schedule with SIC is preferable as it results in
a higher network capacity. However, the total number of possible transmission
schedules increases exponentially as the number of UAVs increases. In particular,
the total number of possible transmission schedules for a network with n UAVs will
be 2n. Compounding to this challenge is that a network operator has to select a
schedule that works across all channel conditions given imperfect CSI.
A MAC or link scheduler can run at a ground station in a centralized manner,
where it has complete information of the network. However, collecting information
such as CSI and the set of UAVs with data to transmit incurs a high overhead. To
this end, a distributed MAC is preferred, meaning each node has to make decisions
based on local information. For example, a UAV does not know the CSI to its ground
stations or/and the number of contending UAVs. Moreover, it may not know the
transmission power or data rate employed by these contending UAVs. The problem
at hand is to select a transmission slot without using the said information.
Another key problem is determining the best schedule length. If the schedule
length is too short, too many UAVs will occupy each time slot. Consequently, UAVs
may experience a high number of collisions and transmission failures. On the other
hand, if the schedule length is too large, then some slots will be idle. Therefore,
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it is crucial to have the optimal schedule length in order to maximize the overall
throughput.
Lastly, when a UAV operates as a Mobile Base Station (MBS), its placement
and orientation are critical to ensure good coverage to/from users in its cell. In
particular, the optimal placement or/and orientation of a UAV may reduce the
length of the TDMA schedule used to provide transmission opportunities to UAVs.
In particular, the optimal location may facilitate more simultaneous transmissions in
a given slot, and thus leads to a shorter TDMA schedule. Another issue of interest
is that a UAV may operate in a multi-cell network. This means each UAV may
experience interference from adjacent cells. Moreover, it may cause interference to
other UAVs or users operating in these adjacent cells. In this respect, it is important
to identify a UAV location in which it does not experience high interference or cause
excessive interference to neighbouring cells.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows.
1.3.1 Discrete Stochastic Optimization
The goal is to maximize the throughput in a multi-UAV network. The chapter
proposes a TDMA MAC where ground stations are equipped with SIC radio, and
operate over random channel gains. The MAC relies on discrete optimization [99],
which allows a ground station to learn over time the best transmission schedule that
has a high expected number of successes. In addition, this chapter also contains a
heuristic approach that can be used to generate a subset of transmission schedules.
This heuristic allows the proposed discrete optimization solution to be applied in
large scale UAV networks. Both solutions are verified in small and large scale UAV
networks. The results show that with SIC, up to four UAVs can be scheduled in each
time slot. In comparison to the ε-greedy algorithm [100], the average transmission
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success rate of the proposed solutions is 70% whereas schedules generated by the
ε-greedy algorithm have an average transmission success rate of 50%.
1.3.2 Learning MAC (L-MAC)
This part of the thesis proposes a novel distributed solution called L-MAC, whereby
UAVs learn the best time slot for a given frame or schedule size. This means once
a UAV learns of the best slot and data rate, it continues to use them for the given
frame size. Lastly, the derived schedule can serve as a capacity upper-bound for any
random channel access protocols. Once all UAVs have learned the best time slot and
data rate, the frame size is repeated until the ground station finds that it causes too
many collisions and idle slots. It then sets a new frame size. The results show that
the proposed L-MAC has a throughput of 500 Kbps as compared to Aloha without
SIC that only achieved 50 Kbps, and Aloha with SIC has a throughput of 300 Kbps.
1.3.3 Orientation-aware L-MAC
Orientation aware L-MAC is an extension to L-MAC and it addresses the following
problem: given a UAVs network with a ground station that has SIC capability,
determine the shortest possible transmission schedule for UAVs. Each UAV is tasked
with learning the best transmission policy, i.e., to determine the best time slot
and antenna orientation. Changing the antenna orientation of UAVs can result in
different channel gains. Therefore, if a transmission from a set of UAVs causes SIC
decoding to fail, one or more UAVs can change their antenna orientation. This
will result in different channel gains, which may better facilitate SIC decoding at a
ground station. A Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) is formulated for the said
problem. Simulation results show that the proposed approach achieves a throughput
that is 59% higher than the well-known Aloha protocol (without SIC) and 28%
higher than Aloha with SIC.
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1.3.4 Placement Optimization MAC
Lastly, this thesis proposes a placement optimization approach for a SIC-enabled
UAV base station. The work considers the problem of base station placement in
order to exploit SIC. It adopts a Gibbs sampling based approach, which allows each
UAV to learn of its optimal placement. In addition, it also considers a multiple cells
scenario where each base station may experience interference from adjacent cells.
Therefore, placing a UAV becomes even more challenging since the optimal position
in one cell may interfere with another base station. The simulation results show
that the schedule length is up to 17% shorter at the optimal location.
1.4 Publications
The work in each chapter has been reported in the following publications:
1. S. Kalwar, K-W Chin and Z.H Yuan. Downlink Throughput Maximization in
Multi-UAVs Networks using Discrete Optimization, Springer Journal of Net-
work and Systems Management, 2020. To Appear.
2. S. Kalwar, K-W Chin and L.Y Wang. An Orientation Aware Learning MAC
for Multi-UAVs Networks, IEEE International Telecommunications and Ap-
plications Conference (ITNAC), Auckland, NZ, November, 2019.
3. S. Kalwar, K-W Chin and Z.H Yuan. A Learning MAC for Multi-Rate UAV
Networks, Springer Wireless Networks, 2020 Under review
4. S. Kalwar, and K-W Chin. Minimizing Schedule Length via UAV Placement:
A Gibbs Sampling Approach, Under preparation.
1.5 Thesis Structure
1. Chapter 2. This chapter surveys works on channel access strategies for multi-
to-one systems, and placement optimization of UAVs. It also surveys works
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related to MPR, SIC and Multi-Use Multiple Input Multipe Output (MU-
MIMO).
2. Chapter 3. This chapter presents the aforementioned discrete stochastic op-
timization algorithm for identifying the TDMA best transmission set, and
also a heuristic algorithm to generate a subset of transmission sets for use in
large-scale UAV networks.
3. Chapter 4. This chapter presents a MAC that allows multiple UAVs to learn
the best transmission slot in a distributed manner.
4. Chapter 5. This chapter proposes an extension to L-MAC by allowing UAVs
to learn the best orientation to communicate with a ground station.
5. Chapter 6. This chapter outlines the said Gibbs sampling based solution for
placing UAV in single and multi cells UAV networks.




This chapter presents a survey of prior works that consider medium access strategies
for UAVs. In addition, it also includes a review of works related to MPR, and works
focusing on placement optimization of UAVs. Figure 2.1 depicts the structure of
this chapter. A summary of all relevant works is presented in Section 2.5.
2.1 Channel Access in UAVs Networks
2.1.1 Single Hop
Many prior works have focused on the connection between UAVs and ground sta-
tions/sensors where multiple sensors communicate with a single UAV. Some chal-
lenges in UAV based ad-hoc networks include interference and high mobility of
UAVs, which cause the channel state to change rapidly [101]. The section focuses
on works related to connectivity and packet loss.
To minimize packet loss, the authors of [101] adopt full-duplex radios and MPR
capability. Each UAV supports MPR and employs a Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (CDMA) transceiver with a matched filter for reception. The system uses a
token based MAC to exchange codes, determine channel gains and obtain delay re-
quirements. The token contains information such as code, channel gain and delay
18
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Figure 2.1: Chapter 2’s structure
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requirement. When a node has data, it selects a code included in the token and
immediately passes the token to the next node. It also updates channel gains and
the waiting time of its head-of-line packet. The authors consider two cases: per-
fect channel knowledge and imperfect Channel State Information (CSI). In the first
case, each node decides whether it will transmit based on CSI and delay require-
ments. The objective is to maximize throughput and delay. This multi-objective
optimization problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem where
the decision variable is which nodes are allowed to transmit in each time slot. As
for the imperfect channel information case, the authors formulated a combinatorial
and discrete stochastic optimization problem. The objective is to estimate the best
transmission set given varying channel gains that maximize the expected through-
put.
One of the key considerations while designing MAC for UAVs is the loss of
connectivity due to a UAV’s flight. Many works have proposed priority based MAC
to deal with this issue. For example, the work presented in [102] considers a UAV
aided Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) system and propose a hybrid priority based
transmission scheme. The proposed MAC works in the following manner. The UAV
which is flying above sensors, transmits a beacon periodically. All those sensors that
receive the beacon contend for transmission. Then, the UAV transmits a second
beacon, which broadcasts the transmission schedule for the registered sensors that
contended in the first round. Lastly, sensors transmit based on the TDMA schedule
broadcasted by the UAV. Yang et al. in [103] address the issue of energy and
time consumption due to a UAV’s path. They work on finding the optimal path to
minimize energy and time consumption. The authors in [104] also propose a priority
based UAV MAC called Advanced Prioritized MAC (AP-MAC). The proposed MAC
works in four steps. In the first step, an UAV sends a beacon to all the sensors in
its LoS. In the second step, sensors that receive the beacon and do not already have
a transmission slot attempt to register for a slot. In step 3, the UAV generates a
TDMA schedule and transmits to all registered sensors. Lastly, in step 4, sensors
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transmit in TDMA based slots and the process repeats. Works that focus on priority
based MAC include [105], [106] and [107]. Both of these works consider a system
where sensors and UAV are mobile. Reference [106] proposes a prioritized MAC
where the UAV broadcasts a beacon and sensors that receive the beacon are eligible
for contention. All these sensors transmit based on CSMA with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA). The authors in [105] propose a contention-free MAC that guarantees
fairness. The MAC works by taking into account the contact duration between
sensors and the UAV. Therefore, a sensor is assigned a slot to transmit only when
there is sufficient contact duration between both. The authors in [107] propose a
priority-based contention-free MAC. The system considers a number of sensors on
the ground and a UAV flying above them. The sensors are divided into sub-groups
based on their location. Then, each sub-group is allowed to transmit in TDMA based
schedules when the UAV is approaching them. The authors show that TDMA based
approach is more suitable due to having a large number of sensors. The proposed
solution also proposes the optimal number of sub-groups and the UAV speed.
Energy consumption is an important issue for UAVs and wireless sensors. Taz-
ibt et al. in [108] focus on minimizing the energy consumption of sensors and an
UAV. A simple approach is to fly the UAV above all sensors and collect data. How-
ever, this approach will result in sub-optimal path. Therefore, the authors propose
nominating a cluster head for a set of sensors that acts as a sink for those sen-
sors. Therefore, the UAV only needs to fly above the cluster heads and collect data.
This approach significantly reduces the path followed by UAV, resulting in energy
efficiency. The authors of [109] also propose a cluster-based transmission scheme.
Their aim is to minimize energy consumption, UAV travel time and Bit Error Rate
(BER) by optimizing the UAV’s path. The proposed scheme is known as Low En-
ergy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy Centralized (LEACH-C). A UAV base station
collects the information about location and energy capacity of all nodes before the
flight. Based on this information, the UAV nominates Cluster Heads (CHs). Then,
all remaining nodes identify the closest CH to send their data. The authors in
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[110] also aim to minimize the energy consumption of a UAV and sensors. They
achieve this objective by jointly optimizing an UAV’s trajectory and sensor nodes
wake up schedule. Therefore, sensors only wake up when an UAV passes close by,
minimizing their energy consumption. The proposed approach also minimizes the
UAV’s energy consumption by optimizing its trajectory and altitude. The authors
in [111] propose a priority-based MAC where nodes remain idle until they receive
a beacon from UAV. At that point, nodes transmit their location. Based on the
location data, UAV decides the priority levels for all nodes. Li at al. [112] propose a
slotted Aloha based approach for UAV aided WSN system. The sensors remain idle
until they receive a beacon from UAV. All sensors which receive the beacon, send
their sensor head packet to the UAV. The sensor head packet includes the sensor’s
location. Then, the UAV assigns priority to each sensor based on its location and
put it in a queue for transmission. The UAV also assigns a CDMA code to each
sensor in the queue. Then, all sensors in the queue transmit based on CDMA to
minimize the collisions.
One of the challenges for UAV MACs is to deal with varying traffic requirements
of UAVs during different flight phases. For example, the authors of [113] classify
a UAV flight into two phases: flight and data gathering. During the flight phase,
communication between UAVs is mainly related to platform safety and remote pilot-
ing, which has a high delay but low network traffic requirements. However, during a
data gathering phase, network traffic is extremely high because all UAVs start trans-
mitting reconnaissance data to a ground station. To this end, the authors propose
to automatically select an appropriate MAC protocol based on parameters such as
network traffic, queue length or location. The proposed protocol can shift between
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and TDMA, hence it is known as CT-MAC.
UAVs use CSMA during the flight phase and switch to TDMA when they reach a
reconnaissance area.
The authors of [114] focus on increasing throughput and providing a greater
reception range under adverse channel conditions between a ground station and an
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UAV. They introduce a technique called Flowcode that uses multiple transmitters
and receivers. It also exploits antenna beam diversity to extend the reception range.
In particular, when a spatial channel is incoherent, another antenna orientation
may allow a better reception. Random linear network coding [115] is employed
to exploit diversity gains by allowing opportunistic packet delivery over any link.
In the first step, Flowcode groups k number of packets together. Each group is
known as a generation and they all have a unique generation ID. Each generation is
then coded by generating Random Linear Combinations (RLCs) based on random
coefficients. All nodes transmit these coded frames for each generation. Flowcode
uses an Automatic Repeat Query (ARQ) scheme to ensure that each generation is
received at the destination. It acknowledges a received generation through a link
layer acknowledgment broadcast frame that contains the received generation ID.
This acknowledgment is relayed through the receiver and transmitter nodes to the
source. If the source does not receive an acknowledgment within a timeout period,
it retransmits the generation and keeps repeating for kr number of times, where
r is the maximum number of generation retries. Flowcode automatically sets the
timeout period based on the maximum link rate and frame transmission time.
Table 2.1 compares prior works from six aspects: objective, problem, MAC type
and the mobility of UAVs and nodes. Specifically, in terms of objective, references
[103, 108–111, 116, 117] and [112] aim to minimize the energy consumption of sensors
and/or UAVs. Works such as [116, 116] and [102] focus on identifying priority
levels of different sensor. References [103],[109] and [110] consider the problem of
UAV trajectory optimization. With respect to mobility, only papers [106] and [105]
consider mobile nodes. All other works assume stationary nodes. However, none
of these works assume SIC capable receivers. Moreover, none of them consider
equipping nodes with learning capability to decide the best time slots. Also, none
of these works consider adjusting a TDMA schedule length dynamically in order to
improve throughput or to minimize collision and idle slots.
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Table 2.1: A summary of UAV MAC papers.





[116] To minimize energy consump-
tion
To find optimal number of pri-
ority groups
CDMA Yes No
[116] To minimize collisions To find priority level for each
sensor
CSMA/CA Yes No
[102] To provide connectivity to all
sensors in limited time
To find priority level for each





[103] To minimize energy and time
consumption
To find the optimal flight path N/A Yes No
[104] To maximize throughput in
WSN-UAV environment
To find optimal schedule for
sensors to guarantee fairness
TDMA Yes No
[106] To maximize throughput in
mobile WSN-UAV environ-
ment
To guarantee connection for
each mobile node
CSMA/CA Yes Yes
[105] To guarantee fairness for mo-
bile sensors
To find optimal UAV parame-
ters such as height, velocity
TDMA Yes Yes
[107] To maximize throughput in
WSN-UAV environment
To find the optimal number
of priority groups, data packet
size and UAV altitude
TDMA Yes No
[108] Minimizing energy consump-
tion of sensors and UAV and
minimize UAV path
To find the optimal number of
cluster heads
TDMA Yes No
[109] Minimizing energy consump-
tion of sensors and UAV
To find optimal UAV path N/A Yes No
[110] Minimizing energy consump-
tion of sensors and UAV
To optimize UAV’s trajectory
and sensors wake up schedule
TDMA Yes No
[111] Minimizing energy consump-
tion of sensors
To find priority levels for all
sensors
TDMA Yes No
[112] Minimizing energy consump-
tion of sensors
To find priority levels for all





[113] To propose a hybrid MAC
that automatically switches
between CSMA and TDMA
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2.1.2 Multi Hop
The capabilities of UAVs can be exploited even further if they work in a multi-
hop manner; doing so helps extend their coverage. Apart from that, multi-UAV
networks need to be autonomous and collaborative. They may have strict timing
requirements for command and control messages due to coordination among UAVs.
The key problems addressed are related to the coordination of UAVs. That is,
how multiple UAVs communicate with each other given that an UAV is already
communicating with a central node. Another problem is to maintain and update
the list of neighbors frequently. UAVs need to have information about one and
two-hop neighbors. The challenge is the ever-changing network topology.
Some works that are based on multi-hop UAVs include [118] and [119]. Both
papers consider a swarm of UAVs. UAVs can communicate with ground stations
through multiple hops if a direct connection is not available. There are two types
of UAVs in [119]. There is a master and actor UAVs. The master UAV is used as
a gateway for data dissemination towards a remote data center. Actor UAVs are
located inside the communication range of a master UAV. The proposed protocol
is a hybrid collision coordination protocol that partially adopts IEEE 802.11 and
TDMA protocols. The master UAV is responsible for scheduling transmission for all
actor UAVs. The master UAV allocates TDMA slots to all actor UAVs to transmit
their Request to Send (RTS) message. Actor UAVs with data to transmit reply
with an RTS frame in their assigned slot. The master UAV then sends a Clear to
Send (CTS) in reply to these UAVs which also includes their transmission order.
During this transmission period, other idling UAVs have an opportunity to exchange
data by directing their antenna towards each other. Specifically, idle UAVs that are
closer to each other as per Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) can pair up
by sending control frames called Request to Pair (RTP) and Clear to Pair (CTP).
Both RTP and CTP contain an RSSI and location field. Thus, while busy nodes
are transmitting towards a master UAV, idle UAVs are able to exchange data.
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MACs for UAVs require quick access guarantee due to strict timing requirements.
Jiang et al. in [118] introduce a Collision Free MAC; aka CF-MAC. It is designed
for transmitting command and control messages with strict timing requirements.
All UAVs are equipped with an omni-directional antenna. The protocol divides all
nodes into different communication zones. Every node maintains its one or two-
hop neighbors. Frame information transmitted by each node contains information
about all one-hop neighbors. CF-MAC is a slot based protocol. Every node has to
transmit frame information in its particular slot even if it has no data. Each node
receives information about its neighbors by listening to the channel and analyzing
frame information from its neighbors. CF-MAC avoids collisions using CSMA. If
any node senses the channel and knows another node is accessing the channel, it
defers its transmission. The node will choose a free slot in the next time frame. If
the node obtains a free slot successfully, it will directly transmit its data without
back off.
Most research works to date assume UAVs have an omni-directional antenna.
This limits the capacity of UAVs and also makes UAVs susceptible to jamming.
Consequently, researchers have equipped UAVs with directional antennas. As a
result, UAVs have a longer transmission range, experience less delay and spatial
reuse improves. Reference [120] and [121] outline a MAC protocol that can steer
the antenna reference point of the UAV based on changes in a destination’s position
to maintain a high received signal strength. Each UAV uses four antennas. Two of
them are directional and are located above and below the aircraft. In idle mode, a
UAV listens to other UAVs using omni-directional antennas. Each UAV creates a
target information table by exchanging control messages that contain the position
of neighboring UAVs. The target information table includes latitude, longitude,
altitude and the position of destination UAVs. When an UAV wants to send data,
it needs the position of the destination UAV. Transmitting UAVs send an RTS
over their omni-directional antenna. The message includes the position of the UAV
and the transmission duration. The destination node responds with a CTS packet
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that includes its location. Each node that hears the CTS or RTS will store the
information in the target information table for future use. If there is no activity
for one second, each UAV sends a heartbeat message using an omni-directional
antenna. This message causes other UAVs to update their target information table
and respond with a similar heartbeat message.
2.2 Placement Optimization and Antenna Orien-
tation of UAVs
One of the key issues when establishing a communication link with a single or
multiple UAVs is placement optimization. The idea is to choose a position for the
UAV and its antenna orientation that maximizes throughput. In some cases this is
achieved centrally; a central node estimates the location and heading angle of an
UAV and positions it. In some cases, each UAV estimates the location and antenna
orientation based on a predefined algorithm. In such cases, the UAV chooses its
position by checking the link quality at multiple positions and selecting the best
available position and antenna orientation.
Changing a UAV’s position or antenna orientation can result in better signal re-
ception and system performance. Many research works have focused on the task of
optimizing system performance by positioning UAVs. The authors in [122] propose
an algorithm for optimizing the performance of ground to UAV links by controlling
an UAV heading angle. The protocol aims to maximize the uplink data rate while
ensuring the individual data rate of each link is above a certain threshold. The
authors in [123] consider a system with multiple single antenna ground nodes and
a multiple-antenna UAV. The UAV communicates with multiple nodes at a time
by using Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA). The UAV aims to improve link
quality and number of on-going transmissions by adjusting its antenna orientation.
The authors in [124] and [125] propose a mobility control algorithm for the forma-
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tion and maintenance of a chain of UAVs acting as communication relays. Each
UAV estimates its location and aims to improve the capacity of the communica-
tion chain by optimizing its location. The location estimate is derived using RSSI
measurements taken along during the flight of aircraft.
Distributed control of UAVs working collaboratively to achieve a task has also
been a focus in recent years. Gil et al. in [126] consider UAVs serving as a commu-
nication backbone for a number of ground vehicles located over a large area. UAVs
position themselves at a location that optimize the link quality amongst all ground
based vehicles. The work presented in [127] also focuses on a wireless node that can
automatically seek and adjust to the best reception position. Neighboring nodes
can cooperatively form a relay network. Nodes use a measurement protocol that
measures wireless link quality over a deployment area. Based on these measure-
ments, each node autonomously adjusts its position to meet network requirements.
The authors in [128] work on the optimal placement of a UAV acting as a flying
relay to fill coverage gaps. They consider the fact that most of existing methods
rely on air-to-ground channel models and therefore fail to fully utilize the air-to-air
potential. They propose an algorithm to optimize the UAV relay position based on
LoS conditions.
The use of UAVs as mobile base stations has been gaining popularity recently.
A UAV base station can be deployed quickly when required. In case of natural dis-
asters, they can be used for rapid deployment in the absence of traditional cellular
networks. Lyu et al. in [129] consider a system where UAV functions as a mobile
base station to provide connectivity to a group of ground stations. The authors
propose an algorithm to allocate time to different ground stations based on a UAV’s
position to maximize the throughput. Each node has the highest rate when a UAV
is close to its position. Hence, a time slot is assigned to the closest node so as to
maximize the throughput of all nodes. A Cyclic Multiple Access (CMA) scheme is
proposed to schedule the communications between a UAV and ground stations in a
cyclic time division manner. The channel between the nodes and the mobile UAV is
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known perfectly. In another work, Lyu et al. [130] consider placement optimization
for UAV based base stations. The placement algorithm works by placing all UAVs
sequentially, starting from the perimeter of the area boundary until all ground sta-
tions are covered. The authors formulate this problem as a Geometric Disk Cover
(GDC) problem, whose objective is to cover a set of ground stations in a region with
the minimum number of UAVs. The authors in [131] also work on the positioning of
UAVs as cellular relays. A swarm of UAVs equipped with cellular technology is used
to temporarily offload traffic into neighboring cells. They propose a design called
fly-hover-communicate which works as follows. Ground nodes are divided into a set
of locations and a ground node at each location is nominated as the corresponding
node. Then, the UAV hovers over each corresponding node to transfer the data
quickly. The authors propose an algorithm to optimize hovering locations, com-
munication duration and also the UAV’s trajectory connecting these corresponding
nodes. The authors in [132] aim to minimize a UAV’s mission competition time
by optimizing its trajectory. Specifically, they consider a UAV communicating with
fixed cellular infrastructure. The aim is to travel from one location to another while
maintaining the reliable communication.
The authors in [133] consider a UAV aided WSN where the UAV also employs
wireless power transfer to charge the ground sensors. Therefore, the authors aim to
design the optimal UAV trajectory which offers maximum charging time for sensors
and also offers the maximum uplink throughput. The solution in [133] ensures the
UAV hovers over a certain number of nodes for wireless power transfer. In addition,
the UAV also needs to hover over each node to offer time for uplink communication.
Shi et al. in [134] and [135] aim to minimize a SIC equipped UAV base station’s
data collection time by optimizing its trajectory. They achieve this by finding a set
of suitable points in the cell where the base station offers maximum connectivity.
Based on these points, they build the optimal trajectory. The authors in [136] design
a distributed trajectory control mechanism. The aim is to offload traffic from fixed
base stations to improve network performance. The work presented in [137] aims to
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provide coverage to all users in a given area while minimizing total number of re-
quired UAVs. The authors in [138] also consider a similar objective. However, they
also take into account the charging requirement of UAVs. They solve this problem
by building a cascaded chain of UAVs. In this way, they provide coverage to all
users while ensuring each UAV gets sufficient time for charging. Mozaffari et al.
in [139] aim to optimize a UAV BS’s altitude and transmit power to maximize the
coverage area. They also consider a scenario with two Mobile Base Stations (MBSs)
and optimize distance between the two base stations to maximize the coverage. The
authors in [140] aim to improve Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) enabled
UAV’s performance by optimizing its altitude, antenna beam width and power al-
location. The authors in [141] aim to complement existing fixed base stations by
placing UAV BSs between them to offload traffic. They prove that UAV BSs of-
fer better throughout and RSS due to their ability to position near actual users as
compared to the nano-cells. The authors in [138] consider a network where mul-
tiple UAVs are used to provide continuous wireless coverage over a large area. In
such a situation, the UAVs need to return periodically to a charging station and
other UAVs replace them. The authors aim to find the minimum number of UAVs
required to continuously cover the given area considering the charging requirement.
Another key issue for UAVs is energy efficiency. Many works have considered
optimizing UAV placement/trajectory to efficiently utilize the UAV’s limited energy.
The authors in [142] aim to minimize the total required transmit power of multiple
UAVs working as MBSs while maintaining the data rate requirements of the users.
The authors divide the placement problem into two sub-problems. In the first sub-
problem, they fix the cell boundaries for each UAV base station and optimize the
UAV placement in each cell. In the second sub-problem, they fix the UAV’s positions
and optimize cell boundaries. They show that the total required transmit power
can significantly be reduced by optimizing these two parameters. Zeng et al. in
[143] also focus on a similar goal; i.e., to optimize UAV placement to minimize
energy consumption while ensuring throughput requirements of users. They aim to
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minimize the power consumption of UAV due to the propulsion system and also
due to the communication. They solve this problem by jointly optimizing UAV
trajectory and communication time. Zeng et al. in [144] also work on the energy
efficiency of UAVs and aim to optimize a UAV’s trajectory to minimize the energy
consumption. They show that the optimal energy efficiency can be obtained using
a circular trajectory by optimizing the flight radius and speed. The authors in
[145] consider a solar power UAV and aim to maximize its run time by jointly
optimizing its trajectory and resource allocation. The works presented in [110] and
[146] consider a UAV aided WSN and aim to improve the energy efficiency of UAV
and sensors to maximize the network lifetime. The authors in [110] jointly optimize
the sensors wake up time and UAV trajectory to minimize the energy consumption.
Therefore, sensors remain in sleep mode and wake up only when they receive a
beacon from UAV when it is passing nearby. Their proposed approach ensures that
the trajectory is properly designed to ensure successful transmission in the presence
of dynamic channel conditions. The authors in [146] note that the uplink energy
consumption of WSN nodes can be minimized if the UAV flies closer to the ground.
However, flying close to the ground requires high propulsion energy for the UAV. The
authors jointly optimize this problem by proposing circular and straight trajectories
for the UAV. The authors in [147] aim to improve a NOMA capable UAV’s energy
efficiency by placing it at the optimal position. The authors in [148] also work on a
similar aim and optimize UAV’s altitude and transmission power.
Table 2.2 summarizes the UAV placement works discussed above. The table
shows that most of the existing works do not consider SIC. Moreover, only references


























Table 2.2: A summary of of UAV Placement Works.





[122] Multiple UAVs acting
as relays
To maximize uplink throughout To optimize the UAV’s
heading angle
Uplink No No
[142] Multiple MBSs To minimize the total required
transmit power of multiple MBSs
while maintaining the data rate
requirements of the users
Placement of UAVs Downlink No No
[137] Multiple MBSs To provide coverage to all users To find minimum number
of MBSs to cover all users
Downlink No No
[139] Single and multiple
MBSs
Cover a given geographical area
by placing one and two UAVs
To find minimum altitude
and power for coverage of
given area
Downlink No Yes
[138] Multiple MBSs Minimizing number of required
UAVs for continues coverage of a
given area
To find minimum number
of UAVs for continues cov-
erage given the recharging
requirement
Downlink No No
[130] Multiple MBs Minimizing required number of
UAVs
Placement of MBSs Downlink No No
[141] Multiple MBSs To improve network performance
by placing MBS between actual
base station
Placement of MBSs Downlink No No
[134] Single MBS To utilize SIC and UAV’s move-
ment to minimize transmission
time
To find optimal trajectory Uplink Yes No
[136] Multiple MBSs To provide emergency coverage
to a large area
To find optimal trajectory Uplink No Yes
[126] Multiple MBSs To improve overall link quality Optimal UAV placement Uplink No No
[127] Multiple UAVs as re-
lays
To form a relay network by form-
ing a cascading chain of UAVs
To find optimal position for
each UAV in the relay
Uplink No No
[128] Multiple UAVs as re-
lays
To fill network coverage gaps by
using UAVs
Optimal UAV position Uplink No No
[129] Single MBS To provide wireless connectivity
to distributed ground users
To find optimal transmis-
sion slot for each ground
user
Uplink No No





[132] Single MBS To minimize a UAV’s mission
completion time
Finding optimal trajectory Uplink No No32
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2.3 WLANs MAC Protocols
A UAV network is similar to a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). In both
networks, multiple stations or UAVs attempt to transmit to a single receiver or AP
or ground station. The nodes in both networks also experience high delays with
increasing number of nodes. This is due to increased collisions which lead to higher
back-off ranges that result in delays and channel wastage. The key approaches to
overcome collisions include redesigning back-off mechanisms, using Multiple-Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) techniques and equipping the Access Points (APs) with
MPR techniques [149].
The work presented in [150, 151] and [152] aims to improve channel access delays
due to high back-off ranges. Gowda et al. in [150] solve this problem by proposing
a hierarchical back-off mechanism and changing the value of Contention Window
(CW). It groups all nodes into some smaller sets. A two-round contention scheme
works in the following way. In the first round (R1), all nodes contend and choose
a back-off number. The chosen back-off number is much smaller as compared to
conventional schemes. If the back-off range is [0, CW ] in the case of Wi-Fi, it is set
to [0,
√
CW ] in the proposed scheme. When the back-off range is set to a smaller
value, many nodes will choose the same counter. Then, the group of nodes with the
smallest counter will be the winner in the first round R1 and will proceed to the
second round (R2). Winner nodes will again contend by choosing a new back-off
and all nodes in round two transmit based on their chosen back-off. During this
time, losers in round R1 will freeze their counter until round R2 completes. Nodes
in round R2 transmit a busy signal while they count down, so that the nodes in
R1 do not start their counters. Once all nodes in round R2 have completed their
transmission and no busy signal is detected by the losers of round R1, they advance
to the second round and the procedure repeats. The two-round contention procedure
can be extended to more rounds depending on node density.
In traditional IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), the value
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of CW is set to a minimum value and it is doubled after each collision. After each
successful transmission, the CW is reset to a minimum value regardless of network
load. Resetting CW to a minimum value increases the probability of collision es-
pecially when the number of competing nodes is high. Ksentini et al. in [152] aim
to reduce the collision probability due to high load by dividing the overall back-off
range into multiple smaller ranges. Each back off sub-range is associated to a par-
ticular collision resolution stage. In other words, unlike DCF that increases only
the upper range with each collision, Deterministic Contention Window Algorithm
(DCWA) increases both upper and lower bounds of the back off range. As a result,
during each contention stage, every station draws a back-off interval from a distinct
back off range that does not overlap with the other back off range associated to
other contention stages. In case of a successful transmission, instead of resetting
CW to a minimum value, DCWA sets the CW range with an intermediate value
that depends upon the network load. Edalat et al. in [153] also work on contention
window adjustment. They propose a machine learning based approach to find the
optimal contention window size. The proposed approach works by taking into ac-
count recent network contention along with the last packet transmission status. The
authors in [154] propose an Intelligent-CW (ICW) algorithm that utilizes machine
learning to learn the minimum CW value for each node. They aim to guarantee
fairness for each node by setting a minimum CW size. They equip each node with
a machine learning module. Using this module, each node observes the activities of
other nodes and set their minimum CW accordingly.
2.4 MAC for Multi-Packet Reception Nodes
Traditional single user nodes are capable of receiving data only from a single trans-
mitter at a time. With recent advances in communication technologies, receivers
are now capable of MPR [155]. This capability, on one hand, enhances system
performance but on the other hand, it introduces many problems due to multiple
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transmitting stations. An MPR capable node can communicate with multiple nodes
concurrently as opposed to conventional nodes which can communicate with only
one node at a time. A conventional IEEE 802.11 AP is designed to restrict other
nodes while a node is communicating. This scenario is not applicable if the AP is
MPR enabled. The Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) threshold require-
ment of nodes also becomes greater due to a number of simultaneous transmissions.
An MPR enabled AP allows only spatial-compatible stations to communicate simul-
taneously, i.e., those with least inter-user interference, to transmit simultaneously.
Relevant works that consider MPR include [151, 155, 156] and [157]. They
assume that the AP supports MPR and is able to decode up to L simultaneous
transmissions. In [151], nodes are able to estimate whether the number of ongoing
transmissions on the channel is less than or greater than L. Each node in a WLAN
waits for a constant duration of Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) for an ACK in
single packet scenarios. The ACK can be further delayed in case of MPR because
a node may have to wait longer for the channel to be free before it receives an
ACK. The protocol works in the following way. A node freezes its back-off timer
once it senses the number of ongoing transmissions is equal to L. When the channel
remains idle for Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS), then it resumes decrementing
its timer. Thus, no new transmissions can start once the number of concurrent
transmissions is greater than or equal to L or once a node completes transmission.
This reduces the delay incurred in receiving an acknowledgment. The authors in
[156] also implement MPR in a WLAN. A collision happens when more than L
transmitters try to access the channel at the same time. If a node senses the number
of ongoing transmissions is greater than L, its back-off counter cannot be decreased.
The counter will decrease once there are fewer than L active transmissions. When
it reaches zero, a contending node is allowed to transmit. The authors in [158]
consider a simple Aloha based network with MPR capability. The authors show
that simple Aloha based random access offers significant throughput improvements
in congested traffic scenarios. Zheng et al. in [155] also consider a similar MPR
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model that closely follows IEEE 802.11 DCF. A station with data to transmit sends
an RTS frame to the AP. The AP can successfully detect multiple RTS messages
if the number of RTS frames is not greater then L. When the AP detects RTS
frames successfully, it responds with a CTS frame to all requesting stations. Then
the stations will start transmitting data frames after a SIFS. If all data frames are
received correctly, the AP sends an ACK frame. Zheng et al. in another paper [157]
work on a collision resolution scheme for MPR networks. The paper considers a
non-carrier sensing model where a station with data to transmit randomly selects
an initial back-off time before transmitting a packet. Every time a transmission is
unsuccessful, the contention window is multiplied by a back-off factor of r. It is
assumed that exponential back-off is used at each station.
The author of [159] observe that the MPR channel of [155] is underutilized.
The main reason being that the current MAC protocols have only one contention
round for each data transmission phase. Hence, the channel is under-utilized when
there are fewer than L stations contending for transmission simultaneously. To solve
this problem, reference [159] presents a novel multi-round contention random access
protocol as an extension to [155]. In this approach, if the number of transmitting
stations is small after a contention process then more contention rounds can be com-
pleted before data transmission begins. The results show that with more contention
rounds, the probability that the channel is fully utilized with L concurrent packet
transmissions, increases. The authors of [160] and [161] also present two-round chan-
nel contention mechanisms and divide total time into two rounds; random access
and transmission time. The random access time finishes when the AP receives L
successful RTS messages. During this time, the AP responds with two kinds of
CTS messages: Pending CTS (PCTS) and Final CTS (FCTS). PCTS works as an
acknowledgment of RTS for a station while FCTS informs all stations the start of
a data transmission phase. Compared to [160], reference [161] has a shorter second
contention round, where a single message is used to reply to all successfully received
RTS messages.
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Huang et al. in [162] introduce a CSI based random access MAC protocol for
WLAN with MPR capability. In the proposed approach, when the back-off counter
of a node reaches zero, the node decides whether to transmit by considering network
population and current channel state. Each node estimates the CSI from downlink
transmissions and transmits based on a given SNR threshold between itself and the
AP. Barghi et al. also introduce an MPR scheme for WLANs in [149]. The pro-
posed scheme allows two concurrent transmissions towards the AP by introducing
a waiting time window at the AP. When the AP receives a RTS message, it waits
for a time equal to the waiting time window to receive another RTS from any other
station. CTS and acknowledgment messages use an extra address field to accom-
modate two stations. Zheng et al. in [163] propose CSMA based MAC for MPR
capable networks. The proposed approach allows L simultaneous transmissions and
each node is capable of sensing the channel for the number of ongoing transmissions.
The proposed scheme follows CSMA protocol and nodes choose back-off in the same
way. However, when the back-off timer reaches zero, the nodes sense the channel.
If the number of ongoing transmissions is less than L, they will transmit. If the
number of ongoing transmissions is greater than L, they delay the transmission for
a random number of slots. Zheng et al. in another paper [164] propose an MPR
MAC based on p-persistent scheme. They consider a similar system where each node
is able to sense the channel for the number of ongoing transmissions. The nodes
sense the channel at the beginning of a slot. If the number of ongoing transmis-
sions is less than the MPR limit L, the node transmits with a probability p. Paper
[165] also proposes a similar approach where nodes can no longer transmit a packet
when the number of ongoing packets reaches the MPR limit i.e., L packets. The
authors in [166] also propose a DCF based MAC to incorporate MPR. The nodes
in this proposed approach freeze their back-off counter when the number of ongoing
transmissions reach the MPR limit L.
Zhang et al. in [167] propose a scheme that eliminates collisions by using multi-
user detection technology. Each node is assumed to be equipped with a half-duplex
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CDMA multi-user detector. Each multi-user detector can detect all signals in a
node’s neighborhood. The proposed framework is based on a synchronous time
division CDMA (TD-CDMA) structure where each frame is divided into two control
slots and a continuous data transmission slot. Collisions can occur in the proposed
approach only when two signals use the same code. The framework introduces a
protocol for assignment of codes and ensures that there is no code repetition within
two hops. When a node enters the system, it is assigned a dedicated unused code
from a set of predefined codes. The frame structure of proposed synchronous TD-
CDMA has three slots. The first two slots are associated with control functions and
are called connectivity update and scheduling slots, respectively. The third slot is
used for data transmission. In the connectivity update slot, each node broadcasts
its identity information on a common signaling channel. This allows neighboring
nodes to detect each other. In the scheduling slot, senders contend for the channel
by taking into account packet priority, access fairness and throughput objectives.
The protocol uses dedicated channels for data transmission which are established
during the connectivity update phase.
Zhang et al. in their next paper [168] propose a novel receiver initiated MAC
protocol. Each node is equipped with a half-duplex CDMA multi-user detector.
In the IEEE 802.11 standard [169], nodes use a RTS/CTS handshake to reserve a
channel before data transmission. The basic idea is to reduce signaling overhead
by initiating the transmission process from receivers rather than transmitters. The
authors introduce a Ready-to-Receive (RTR) message. At the beginning of each
scheduling slot, each potential receiver uses its dedicated code to broadcast an RTR
message at the maximum transmission power. Potential transmitters collect RTR
messages in their neighborhood. A receiver list is then formed at each potential
transmitter. Based on design objectives such as fairness or throughput maximiza-
tion, potential transmitters select their associated receivers. Here, a transmission
priority is given to a waiting packet with the highest priority. This priority is calcu-
lated via a distributive Generic Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (GAIMD)
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fair scheduling scheme where each node decides to transmit based on the candidate
packets waiting at this node and contending packets destined to this node. GAIMD
is distributed and window size is adjusted based on local information only.
The authors in [170] note that the traditional channel access mechanisms such
as CSMA/CA can be unfair for nodes that are far from the AP. This is due to the
fact that in networks with spatially distributed nodes, the channel may be captured
by nodes that are near the AP for most of the time. The authors propose a scheme
known as Generic Distributed Probabilistic (GDP) protocol. Under this scheme,
each node selects one of two possible probabilities after each transmission. All nodes
reduce their transmission probability after each transmission success and increase
the probability after a failure. In this way, nodes near the AP do not capture the
channel for long duration.
Table 2.3 summarizes above papers with respect to considered aim, problem,


















Table 2.3: A comparison of MPR papers












[171] WLAN To maximize the channel
throughput while satisfying the
access delay bounds of different
classes of real-time services such
as voice and video
To find the maximum number of pack-
ets a slot can accommodate based on







[172] WANET Improve throughput and access
fairness in MPR networks with
spatially distributed nodes
To decide whether a node should trans-
mit or not based on its transmission
probability





[173] WANET To propose a partitioned CDMA
approach to enable MPR in
WANETs
To find the maximum achievable sys-
tem load for a given probability of de-
tection success
CDMA Distributed Yes CDMA Saturated
[158] WANET To analyze performance of a sim-
ple Aloha based random access
network with MPR
To find the optima packet length for
MPR capable system
CDMA Distributed Yes Aloha Saturated
[151] WLAN To redesign traditional MAC and
consider the problem of acknowl-
edgment delays in MPR networks
To decide when a node should freeze
its back-off timer
Generic Distributed No CSMA Saturated
[174] WANET To study the performance of slot-
ted non-persistent CSMA using
the Poisson random traffic model
in MPR network
To find the optimal MPR capability for
throughput maximization
Generic Distributed N0 CSMA Unsaturated
[175] FANET To jointly consider full-duplex ra-
dio and MPR in UAV ad-hoc net-
works
To find the set of MPR compatible
UAVs to transmit concurrently
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2.4.1 SIC
Recently, researchers have started considering nodes with Successive Interference
Cancellation (SIC) radios [96]. SIC uses the fact that a composite received signal
from multiple transmitters should not be considered as random noise. Instead, data
of each user can be iteratively extracted. This capability allows a receiver to decode
multiple transmissions at a time. SIC enabled receivers are much simpler than other
MPR enabled systems [176]. This is because they use the same decoder to decode
the composite received signal at different stages.
One of the main objectives of SIC MACs is to redesign existing MAC schemes to
allow multiple concurrent transmissions. These works aim to improve the efficiency
of existing MAC protocols by exploiting SIC. For example, the work presented in
[177] considers a Wireless Ad-hoc NETwork (WANET) and proposes a MAC scheme
based on the traditional IEEE 802.11 DCF with SIC. Instead of being silent for a
NAV period, a subset of neighboring nodes that received an RTS or CTS message
transmit a Channel Condition Request (CCR) message. The source and destination
node of the main link that exchanged RTS/CTS decode the CCR transmissions using
SIC. If the decoded signals have an SINR greater than a required threshold, the
corresponding nodes are allowed to transmit. Otherwise, a busy tone is sent to stop
these nodes from concurrent transmissions. References [178] and [179] also use SIC
and propose link scheduling algorithms. The authors in [178] propose a new graph
model called Simultaneity Graph (SG) to capture the link correlation introduced by
SIC. The authors propose two alternative approaches. A slot oriented scheme that
assigns a maximal feasible link set to a time slot and a link oriented scheme that
assigns each link a sufficient number of slots. The authors in [179] propose a scheme
known as Scheduling with SIC (SSIC). The scheme schedules links by checking for
SIC opportunities at each step. The result is a schedule of length T , where in each
time slot all transmissions can be decoded successfully.
The authors in [176] consider a random access MAC protocol with a SIC enabled
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receiver. The proposed scheme, called Random Access SIC (RAS-MAC), splits all
users into two groups based on their received power: a set of high power users and a
set of low power users. The authors assume that all nodes in a group transmit with
an equal probability. The AP is capable of decoding only two transmissions at a
time, one from each set. When two users transmit, the AP decodes the transmission
from the high power user first. The authors in [180] propose a MAC scheme known
as k-SIC. The term k indicates that the receiver performs up to k stages of SIC. The
protocol assumes a time-slotted system. Each slot includes a small initial signaling
phase followed by a larger transmission phase. All the stations contend for medium
access during the signaling phase. During the transmission phase, only those links
are allowed to transmit that gained access during the signaling phase. The receiver
is capable of decoding up to k transmissions.
Uddin et al. in [181] consider a single channel uplink WLAN system with a SIC
enabled AP that can decode M packets from at most M users iteratively. The total
time is divided into mini-slots. A node with data first senses the medium in each
mini-slot. When the channel is free, the node transmits an RTS message. At the
same time, other nodes can also start transmitting their RTS messages in the same
mini-slot. The AP does not use SIC for receiving RTS packets. The AP updates
the CSI of nodes when it receives an RTS. When the AP receives an RTS from a
node, it sends an Acceptance Notification (AN) to that node. After receiving the
AN, the node waits for the reception of CTS or not CTS (NCTS). The waiting
time can be sufficiently large since the AP can receive up to M RTS packets. After
receiving the RTS from M users, the AP selects a set of nodes from which it can
receive data simultaneously using SIC. The set of nodes is selected based on the
SINR model. After selecting the users, the AP sends a common CTS/NCTS packet
to all nodes. The CTS/NCTS message identifies the nodes are allowed to transmit
and the ones which are not out of M nodes. Uddin et al. in another paper [182]
also propose a SIC based approach for existing WLANs. In the proposed approach,
MPR is only enabled in the downlink. In the uplink, each node senses the medium
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and transmit if the medium is free. The main objective is to find the optimal set
of users for transmission from AP using NOMA. In order to find the optimal set
of users, the AP transmits a request packet to a set of randomly chosen nodes.
After receiving the request packet, nodes transmit an acceptance notification (AN)
back to the AP. AN packet contains the channel information. Based on the channel
information of all nodes, the PA estimates the optimal set of users for simultaneous
transmissions. Uddin et al. in another paper [183] propose SIC based scheduling
approach for cellular networks. In this work, they aim to find the optimal set of
nodes and transmit power to meet certain minimum throughput requirements.
References [184] and [185] consider the problem of transmit power allocation
to nodes such that SIC is successful. The proposed scheme in [184] called Aloha-
NOMA allows all connected IoT devices to transmit in term of frames. At the
start of each frame, a ground station transmits a beacon. Then, all the nodes with
some data to transfer, send a dummy packet to the ground station. After receiving
all dummy packets, the ground station estimates the required power level for each
node. In the next step, all nodes transmit with the estimated power and the ground
station decodes their transmissions using SIC. The authors in [186] propose a similar
approach with slotted Aloha known as Slotted Aloha-NOMA (SAM). Mazin et al. in
[187] compare SAM with CSMA/CA and show that SAM offers higher throughput
at the cost of higher delay due to the power level selection mechanism of SIC.
The authors in [188] consider different traffic requirements of multiple devices
in M2M networks. They propose a reconfigurable MAC that works in distributed
as well as in a centralized resource allocation manner. In particular, each frame
in the proposed scheme is split into two parts: TDMA and CSMA. The TDMA
part is further split into NOMA and OMA parts. At the start of each frame, the
AP transmits a beacon that includes devices that can transmit based on TDMA in
NOMA or OMA part. In the NOMA part, two devices are scheduled to transmit
in each time slot. All those devices which are not given any slot in TDMA, can
transmit in contention based part.
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The authors in [189] aim to improve existing WLANs by using Software Defined
Network (SDN) technology along with SIC. They work on two major drawbacks
of SIC based WLANs. The first problem arises due to the sequential contention
and transmission phase, which leads to low channel utilization. Another problem
is due to the different packet lengths of concurrent transmitters. If two nodes have
been scheduled for concurrent transmission and they have different packet lengths,
it will result in channel wastage due to the shorter packet. To address the first
problem, the proposed approach splits the channel into two sub-channels, one for
contention and the other for transmission. In the contention phase, each node sends
an RTS packet that includes the length of the packet. In order to address the second
problem, the authors introduce multiple contention queues, each for different packet
size. Based on the packet size, the AP schedules each node, so that the channel
wastage is minimum.
Table 2.4 provides a comparison of SIC papers with respect to their system,
aims, problems and link access mechanism. Works such as [184, 186] and [185] focus
on the problem of transmit power allocation to different nodes. On the other hand,
works such as [179, 188] and [183] consider the problem of identifying the optimal



















Table 2.4: A summary of SIC MAC papers.













[177] WANET To enable Successive Interfer-
ence Cancellation (SIC) in a dis-
tributed MAC scheme
To determine whether the concurrent
transmission of randomly selected subset
of neighboring nodes will interfere with a
given transmitter
Distributed No CSMA Unsaturated Fixed
[176] WANET To improve throughput in SIC
networks
To find the achievable rates for concur-
rently transmitting nodes
Distributed Yes Aloha Saturated Fixed
[178] WANET To characterize the link correla-
tion introduced by SIC
To determine the maximum number of
feasible links to assign to a time slot, and
to determine a sufficient number of slots
to assign to each link in a link oriented
scheme
Centralized No TDMA Saturated Fixed
[179] WANET To propose a polynomial-time
scheduling algorithm that uses
SIC to compute short schedules
To determine which subset of links
should be scheduled concurrently such
that they can be decoded successfully
Centralized No TDMA Unsaturated Fixed
[181] WLAN To improve the efficiency of
CSMA using SIC
For a given node, whether it should
transmit or remain silent in a given time
slot
Distributed No CSMA Unsaturated Fixed
[180] WLAN To propose a carrier sensing
based network protocol to exploit
SIC
To determine the maximum number of
concurrent transmitters
Distributed No CSMA Saturated Fixed
[183] Cellular To maximize energy efficiency in
downlink NOMA network
To find optimal set of nodes and their
transmit power
Centralized Yes N/A Unsaturated Fixed
[184] M2M
IoT
To improve throughput and en-
ergy efficiency in IoT network
To estimate optimal transmit power for
each node
Centralized Yes Aloha Unsaturated Fixed
[186] M2M
IoT
To improve throughput and en-
ergy efficiency in IoT network





[185] IoT To propose a MIMO-NOMA
scheme for users based on their
QoS requirements
To estimate optimal transmit power for
each node
Centralized Yes TDMA Saturated Fixed
[188] M2M
IoT
To address varying traffic re-
quirements of different nodes







[189] WLAN To improve existing WLANs by
using SDN and SIC
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2.4.2 Multi User-MIMO
Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) is a very promising technique to improve network
capacity. In particular, it allows simultaneous transmissions or receptions. One of
the main problems in uplink MU-MIMO is the synchronization among transmitting
stations. Another problem in multi-user systems is inter-user interference. It occurs
because multiple stations access the AP simultaneously. Hence, a key problem is
to determine spatially compatible stations. Tandai et al. in [190] aim to solve
these problems. The proposed scheme works in the following way. In the first step,
a station transmits an RTS frame to initiate an uplink transmission phase to the
AP. If the AP agrees, it broadcasts an Asking-CTS (A-CTS) message to stations. If
another station has data to send, it transmits an Applying-RTS (A-RTS) frame. The
AP identifies a data transmission request from stations by detecting their subcarrier
signals. Then, the AP requests these stations to transmit pilot signals in a TDMA
manner. The AP calculates the CSI between each station upon receiving the pilot
signal. Then, it notifies stations that are spatially-compatible to transmit and their
capable transmission rate. After that, these stations transmit their data to the AP.
Ettefagh et al. in [191] aim to minimize inter-user interference by allocating all
nodes into different clusters. Nodes that belong to the same cluster are allowed to
simultaneously transmit. A cluster can also receive several simultaneous streams
if the multi-user interference can be cancelled, either directly at the destination or
by setting proper gain factors at transmitters. Hence, from a MAC point of view,
clusters replace individual nodes. Specifically, nodes belonging to the same cluster
look like a single node.
In MU-MIMO LAN, the achievable throughput of a node also depends on other
simultaneous transmissions. In traditional IEEE 802.11 MU-MIMO contention pro-
tocols, users join concurrent transmissions without considering their impact on other
nodes and spatial diversity. Such protocols not only waste time during contention
but also fail to fully utilize gains of MU-MIMO. To deal with this issue, Kuo et al.
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in [192] present MIMOMate, a leader based MAC protocol for uplink MU-MIMO
transmissions. The proposed scheme groups transmitters based on their channel
characteristics. The AP groups a number of nodes by learning the uplink channel
of all clients from their association frames when they join the network. The AP
announces all groups based on their channel characteristics and also elects a leader
for each group. Only the leader contends for transmission and all the nodes in that
group transmit along with the leader concurrently. The AP needs to re-group the
nodes only when it detects that the channel of any node has changed due to channel
variations or user mobility.
Tan et al. in [193] present a Spatial Multiple Access (SAM) scheme for WLAN.
Mobile stations can coordinate their transmissions in a fully distributed fashion.
The authors propose a distributed MAC scheme known as Carrier Counting Multi-
ple Access (CCMA) to allow asynchronous concurrent transmissions. CCMA uses
a chain decoding technique to decode simultaneously received data from multiple
stations. Each station maintains a transmission counter by detecting other station’s
frame preambles and decides whether to contend for the channel. Wu et al. in [194]
propose a CSMA/CA based MAC protocol for MU-MIMO WLANs. The maximum
number of simultaneous transmissions towards the AP depend on the number of
antennas at the AP. Every client counts the current number of concurrent transmis-
sions by detecting their preamble. During channel contention, if a node checks that
the transmission counter is smaller than the maximum number of allowed transmis-
sions, all other nodes will continue to contend for transmission. If the transmission
counter reaches a maximum value, all remaining nodes will defer channel access for
a period longer than DIFS. Jin et al. in [195] present a MU-MIMO scheme that as-
sumes synchronous transmission from multiple stations. Each station is assumed to
have a unique orthogonal preamble. Hence, the AP knows which station transmits
its data and also allows it to estimate the channel coefficients for each station. The
authors in [196] also proposed a MIMO concurrent (MIMO/CON) uplink transmis-
sion scheme. The scheme uses compressive sensing to estimate the CSI of multiple
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stations simultaneously without strict synchronization or coordination among users.
MIMO/CON can boost channel utilization without explicit channel control by allow-
ing the number of multiple concurrent transmission to exceed the number of receive
antennas at the AP. This is advantageous as traditional MIMO schemes do not allow
the number of transmissions greater than the number of receive antennas because
they cause collisions. MIMO/CON solves this issue by using a novel scheme called
delay packet decoding. This scheme can opportunistically decode collided packets
at a later time by using partially retransmitted information. Hence, only partial
retransmission of information is required to recover collided frames.
Jung et al. in [197] present an asynchronous uplink MAC scheme for MU-MIMO.
The scheme allows concurrent transmissions from multiple nodes by employing an
additional feedback channel from the AP. The proposed MAC utilizes the MU-
MIMO channel more efficiently in scenarios where transmission duration are dy-
namically varying due to different packet sizes. The system includes an AP with
multiple antennas and MPR capability whereas nodes have a single antenna. Each
frame includes an orthogonal training sequence in the preamble in order to make
it possible for the AP to estimate the channel coefficients. Once the AP obtains
channel coefficients from training sequences, it can properly decode the mixed sig-
nal from simultaneous transmissions. The AP can decode M simultaneous signals
at a time. The value of M depends upon MPR capability, number of antennas,
antenna correlation and channel fading status. The AP computes M at the start
of each transmission interval. When the AP receives an RTS from any station, it
broadcasts a CTS with vacant space information that tells all the nodes the capacity
of the AP to decode concurrent transmissions. On receiving the CTS packet, the
node that has sent the RTS packet starts data transmission. At the same time, other
nodes who overheard the MPR vacancy will compete for the channel to transmit
concurrently. Once a station finishes transmitting, the AP immediately sends an
acknowledgment to all stations with the updated vacant space information.
Table 2.5 summarizes the above discussed works with respect to systems, aims,
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problems and MAC types. The table shows that all of these papers aim to improve


















Table 2.5: A comparison of MU-MIMO papers









[149] WLAN To maximize the WLAN
throughput by enhancing the
design of IEEE 802.11 and incor-
porating MPR for simultaneous
transmissions
To find the optimal waiting time at the
receiver which is maximum tolerable
time difference between arriving RTS
messages
Distributed No CSMA Saturated
[198] WLAN To balance uplink and downlink
throughput in integrated uplink
and downlink MU-MIMO
To decide the mode of each MU-MIMO
cycle (uplink, downlink or integrated)
based on the degree of freedom af-
forded by multiple antennas
Centralized No CSMA Both cases
[199] WLAN To maximize throughput in
Space Division Multiple Access
(SDMA)
To find the optimal number of maxi-
mum transmitters for a given number
of antennas
Distributed No CSMA Saturated
[159] WLAN To fully utilize the capacity of
wireless channel using MPR
Identification of the optimal stopping
time of contention process
Distributed No CSMA Unsaturated
[197] WLAN To efficiently utilize wireless
channel in MU-MIMO networks
in asynchronous scenario and
varying transmission duration
To determine the transmission proba-
bility to transmit in a slot for nodes
that have not transmitted a RTS
packet
Distributed No CSMA Saturated
[155] WLAN To maximize the throughput in a
MPR based WLAN
To find the optimal transmission prob-
ability to maximize throughput
Distributed No CSMA Saturated
[190] WLAN To enhance network throughput
and reduce overheads in uplink
MU-MIMO networks
Find the most spatial compatible
nodes that can transmit with least
inter-user interference
Centralized Yes TDMA Unsaturated
[191] WLAN The paper aims to enable
MU-MIMO transmissions in
distributed manner
To group nodes in clusters such that






[200] WANET To exploit the interference can-
cellation capacity of MIMO for
throughput improvements
To find the optimal SINR threshold
that can maximize the system through-
put




In summary this chapter has discussed prior works that consider:
1. MAC for single and multi-hop UAV networks. These works propose different
link access strategies for multi-to-one communication scenarios in UAVs. They
aim to achieve one or more objectives; examples include maximizing overall
throughput, minimizing the energy consumption of UAVs and ground stations,
guaranteeing communication for all ground nodes.
2. MPR MAC. The objective of these works is to employ different MPR tech-
niques such as SIC, CDMA and MU-MIMO to improve overall network per-
formance.
3. Placement optimization of UAVs. The objective of these works is to optimize
single or multiple UAVs placement or trajectory to improve overall link quality.
Existing works, however, leave the following gaps. First, there has only been
a handful of works that consider SIC for UAV networks. Most of them consider
contention based MAC that does not guarantee QoS requirement. Moreover, they
assume the ground station has perfect CSI. In contrast, this thesis considers uncer-
tain channel gains and proposes solutions that assume TDMA.
Very few MPR papers have used TDMA to guarantee transmission slots to mul-
tiple nodes. Moreover, most of these works consider fixed access points and not
UAV. In addition, none of them allow nodes to learn the best time slot and data
rate for a given frame size or schedule. Also, prior works do not consider adjusting
the schedule length dynamically in order to improve throughput or to minimize colli-
sion and idle slots. By contrast, this thesis considers generating the joint problem of
determining the shortest possible TDMA schedule and finding the best transmission
slot and data rate for each UAV.
With regards to past works on placement optimization, none of them aims to
minimize TDMA schedule length by optimizing UAV placement. Moreover, none
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of them consider placement optimization of a SIC capable UAV base station in the
presence of interference from other UAVs.
In the next chapter, this thesis will focus on filling these gaps. Specifically, this
thesis will aim to maximize the overall throughput of multi-UAV networks by using
SIC in the presence of imperfect CSI.
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Chapter 3
Throughput Maximization Using Discrete
Optimization
As shown in Chapter 2, past works using SIC have not focused on minimizing
schedule length using TDMA. Most of the past works that consider multiple UAVs,
assume a contention-based MAC, whereas this chapter considers a TDMA sched-
ule. Moreover, in contrast to past works, this chapter considers dynamic channel
conditions. Lastly, no one has considered using a discrete optimization approach to
identify a TDMA schedule that yields the highest throughput.
To this end, this chapter aims to minimize the TDMA schedule length for use
in multi-UAVs networks. To shorten the schedule length, the proposed approach
equips the ground station with a SIC radio. A fundamental problem is ensuring the
ground station is able to decode each transmission subject to some conditions being
met; these conditions are elaborated in Section 3.1.
This chapter contains the following contributions. First, it addresses a novel
problem in SIC-capable UAV networks: given a UAV network with a ground station
equipped with a SIC-capable radio, determine the best TDMA transmission sched-
ule that yields the highest expected number of transmission successes over random
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channel gains. The work is significant as it allows multiple UAVs to transmit simul-
taneously to a ground station in a collision free manner using a TDMA transmission
schedule that operates over random channel gains. Second, the chapter proposes a
discrete optimization solution that allows a ground station to learn over time the
best transmission schedule with a high expected number of successes. Third, it pro-
poses a heuristic to generate a subset of transmission schedules. This then allows
us to apply the discrete optimization solution in large scale UAV networks. Fourth,
the proposed solutions are verified in small and large scale UAV networks. In ad-
dition, the chapter includes actual received signal strength values from a real-time
implemented testbed with three UAVs.
The rest of this this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the
system model. Section 3.2 discusses the solutions to the problems outlined in Sec-
tion 3.1. The results are discussed in Section 3.3 and lastly conclusions are presented
in Section 3.5.
3.1 System Model
The network consists of a set U of UAVs. There are |U | UAVs and a ground station.
The time is divided into fixed time slots; each time slot given by n. Each UAV
must have one transmission slot in the resulting schedule; in particular, this ensures
fairness as each UAV has an equal transmission opportunity. It is assumed that each
UAV has data to transfer to the ground station at all times. The ground station
has full control of the orientation and position of each UAV, and it also has SIC
capability [201]. Each UAV is aware of its location through GPS, and it is equipped
with a radio for communication with the ground station. Each UAV has a half-
duplex radio, whereby it can either transmit or receive to/from the ground station.
The transmit power from UAV Ui ∈ U to the ground station is given as Pi. The
channel gain of links are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). The channel
gain from UAV i is denoted as gi and it follows the Nakagami-m [56] distribution.
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At time n, the random vector gn = {gni | ∀i ∈ U} and its probability distribution
is defined as X . The received power at the ground station for UAV i at time n is
given as P ir = Pi|gni |2.
Transmissions from UAVs to the ground station are governed by a transmission
schedule ωz. The collection of transmission schedules is given as Ω = {ω1, . . . , ω|Ω|}.
Each transmission schedule ωz ∈ Ω spans one or more time slots and affords each
UAV one or more opportunities to transmit to the ground station. An example
transmission schedule is shown in Figure 3.1. Figure shows that a transmission
schedule is comprised of one or more transmission sets, denoted as ai. Each trans-
mission set ai ∈ ωz runs for a single time slot and all UAVs in a transmission set
transmit simultaneously. In Figure 3.1, the transmission schedule uses transmission
set a1 = {U1, U2, U3} in time slot-1 followed by transmission set a2 = {U4, U5} in
time slot-2. There can be up to L transmitting UAVs in a transmission set. Note,
L denotes the SIC decoding factor and it cannot be too large since a large L value
will result in more inter-user interference. In particular, reference [202] shows that




Figure 3.1: An example transmission schedule.
For a given transmission set, the ground station is capable of canceling the
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interference from L−1 neighbors. The SINR threshold, denoted as β, is a threshold
that must be satisfied for a given transmission to be successful. In practice, this
threshold is dependent on the MCS used by UAVs. The transmission from node







Assume that there are k transmitting nodes in ωz, and the received power from these
nodes is ordered as follows: P 1r ≤ P 2r ≤ . . . P kr . Then decoding is carried out in the






Assuming the k-th transmission can be decoded, i.e., it satisfies (3.2), the ground
station proceeds to decode the (k−1)-th transmission by subtracting the k-th signal







The ground station repeats the above process for the (k−2)-th transmission until it
decodes all k transmissions. In the above decoding process, the difference in received
power, i.e., product of Pi and gi is critical to ensure k is as large as possible [176].
For each transmission set ai, let Γ(ai) return the number of transmissions that
are decoded successfully by the ground station. Note that Γ(ai) ≤ |ai|. Let the






Note, expression (3.4) can be converted to throughput via Φ(ωz) × rτ , where r is
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Table 3.1: List of Parameters
Symbol Definition
Pi Transmit power from node i to ground sta-
tion s
gi Channel gain from node i to ground station
s
L SIC decoding factor or number of concurrent
transmissions
β SINR threshold
U Set of UAVs
n Time slot index
Ui The i-th UAV
ai The i-th transmission set
ωz The z-th transmission schedule
Ω Collection of transmission schedules
No Ambient noise power
the data rate corresponding to SINR threshold β and τ is the duration of each time
slot. It is also to note that instead of considering the data rate corresponding to
β, the asymptotic capacity as calculated by log2(1 + ϕ) can also be used, where ϕ
corresponds to the left-hand-side of expression (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
The aim is to identify a transmission schedule in Ω that yields the highest
throughput or success rate. Formally,
ω∗ = arg max
ω∈Ω
Φ(ω) (3.5)
In practice, it is not straightforward to identify ω∗. This is because for a chosen
transmission schedule, it may suffer varying number of decoding failures over time
due to random channel gains. This means only a noisy estimate of Φ(ωz) is available,
where the number of successful transmissions varies in the range [0, |U |].
The goal is thus to identify a transmission schedule in Ω that has the best av-
erage performance. This problem is formulated as a transmission schedule selection
problem. This can be posed as a discrete stochastic optimization problem [101] that
is run at the ground station. Let φ(n, ωz) be an unbiased, noisy estimate of the
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success rate of transmission schedule ωz at time n. In other words, determine Φ(ωz)
at time n given random channel gain g. This means the ground station will obtain
a sequence of i.i.d random variables over time n, denoted as {φ(n, ωz), n = 1, 2, . . .}.
Then discrete optimization problem is given as,
ω∗ = arg max
ω∈Ω
Φ(ω) = arg max
ω∈Ω
E{φ(n, ω)} (3.6)
The value of E{φ(n, ω)} for each transmission schedule ω ∈ Ω is estimated empiri-
cally by the ground station. The key challenge to solving (3.6) is identifying the best
transmission schedule in Ω given that the ground station only has a noisy estimate
of the number of decoding successes for any transmission schedule.
As an aside, note that one straightforward method to solve (3.6) is to calculate
the expected performance of each transmission schedule in Ω. That is, for each
ω ∈ Ω, i.i.d estimates of its performance can be obtained; i.e., to compute for each
ω ∈ Ω, the quantity 1
L
∑L
l=1 φ(l, ω), where L is the number of samples. By the
law of large numbers, as L → ∞, the expected performance of each transmission
schedule is obtained. Then, w∗ is set to the transmission schedule with the highest
expectation. This method, however, is inefficient. To this end, in the next section,
comparatively more efficient algorithm to solve (3.6) is outlined.
3.2 Solutions
This section first outlines a discrete optimization based solution based on [203] that
requires all possible transmissions schedules for a given UAV network. This solution
can only be used to derive the optimal transmission schedule for small UAV networks.
However, it cannot be used for large scale UAV networks because the set Ω grows
exponentially with the number of UAVs. Consequently, the discrete optimization
solution becomes computationally intractable. To this end, Section 3.2.2 presents a
heuristic solution that generates a subset of the total transmission sets before using
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the discrete optimization solution to identify the best transmission schedule.
3.2.1 Discrete Optimization Algorithm
This algorithm has the following key ideas. Let the selected transmission schedule
at time n be ω(n). Initially, at time n = 0, the ground station selects a random
transmission schedule, say ωx. Therefore, ω
(0) = ωx. For each subsequent time
slots, the ground station evaluates φ[n, ω(n)]; i.e., it uses the transmission schedule
ω(n) to gauge its performance. It also picks another transmission schedule, say ωz
from Ω uniformly, where ωz 6= ω(n). It then obtains an independent observation of
φ[n, ωz]. Based on these evaluations, the ground station determines whether ω
(n)
is better than ωz. If so, it sets ω
(n+1) = ωx. Otherwise, it sets ω
(n+1) = ωz. After
that the ground station updates the number of times or frequency it has chosen
a given transmission schedule. This frequency can then be used to determine the
most popular transmission schedule up till time n. As will be shown later, this will
converge to the global optimal transmission schedule. It is worth noting that the
sequence {ω(n)} forms a Markov chain with states corresponding to the transmission
schedules in Ω. The optimal solution is the state or transmission schedule in which
the algorithm visits the most frequently.
Algorithm 1 shows the details of the aforementioned steps. In the initialization
stage, see lines 1-6, the time index n is set to zero, and a random transmission
schedule (line 3) from Ω is selected. Algorithm also initializes the best transmission
schedule to be the one selected in line-3. Lines 6-7 initialize a vector or array π[]
with dimension |Ω|. Each element, say π[ω], stores the number of times in which the
algorithm has used transmission schedule ω. Initially, ω(0) has been used once (line
5) whilst the other transmission schedules in Ω−ω(0) have never been used (line 6).
The purpose of lines 9-17 is to evaluate whether the current transmission schedule,
i.e., ω(n), is better than a neighbor transmission schedule ω̃(n). Specifically, the
algorithm selects a transmission schedule ω̃(n) uniformly from the set Ω−ω(n). It then
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obtains an independent estimate φ[n, ω(n)] and φ[n, ω̃(n)]. Given these estimates, the
algorithm decides the transmission schedule to use in time n + 1; lines 12. In line
14 and 17, the algorithm also increases the usage count of the transmission schedule
chosen in time n + 1. Lastly, in lines 19-22, the algorithm determines the best
transmission schedule thus far; i.e., the transmission schedule that has been visited
or used the most often.
Algorithm 1 Discrete Stochastic Approximation Algorithm
1: Initialization
2: n← 0
3: Set ω(n) = Rand(Ω)
4: Set ω̂ = ω(n)
5: Set π[ω(n)] = 1
6: Set π[ω] = 0, for all ω ∈ Ω− ω(n)
7: Main Body
8: for n = 0, 1, . . . , do
9: . Sample and evaluate
10: Set ω̃(n) = Rand(Ω− ω(n))
11: Evaluate φ[n, ω(n)] and φ[n, ω̃(n)]
12: if φ[n, ω̃(n)] > φ[n, ω(n)] then
13: ω(n+1) = ω̃(n)
14: π[ω̃(n)]++
15: else
16: ω(n+1) = ω(n)
17: π[ω(n)]++
18: end if
19: . Track the best transmission schedule
20: if π[ω(n+1)] > π[ω̂] then
21: ω̂ = ω(n+1)
22: else
23: ω̂ = ω̂
24: end if
25: end for
Next part presents and discusses the sufficient conditions that will be used to
prove convergence to the optimal state. Recall that the sequence {ωn} is a Markov
chain. In fact, it forms an homogeneous irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain.
This sequence converges to the optimal state ω∗; i.e., it will spend or visit this
transmission schedule more frequently than any other states in Ω. This fact is
stated formally in the next proposition.
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Proposition 3.7. As per [101], for given transmission schedules ω∗, ω and ω̃, where
ω∗ 6= ω and ω∗ 6= ω̃, Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal transmission schedule(s)
if it satisfies the following conditions:
P{φ(n, ω∗) > φ[n, ω]} > P{φ(n, ω) > φ[n, ω∗]} (3.8)
P{φ(n, ω∗) > φ[n, ω̃]} > P{φ(n, ω) > φ[n, ω̃]} (3.9)
In words, at time n, inequality (3.8) represents the fact that the optimal state ω∗
is always more favorable (or likely), due to a higher φ(n, ω∗) value, than any other
states in Ω. Inequality (3.9) says that that when Algorithm-1 is in a non-optimal
state, e.g., ω̃, it is more likely to transition into the optimal state ω∗ than any other
state ω ∈ Ω. Next step shows that Algorithm-1 satisfies inequalities (3.8) and (3.9),
and thus allow us to draw the following conclusion.
Proposition 3.10. Algorithm 1 finds the transmission schedule ω∗ that maximizes
problem (3.6).
Proof. It is assumed the random values of φ(n, ω) follow a Gaussian distribution
N (µ, σ2). This is reasonable as the ground station is able to obtain independent
samples of φ(n, ω) and compute the sample mean. Hence, as per the Central Limit
Theorem, the distribution of the sample mean approaches a Gaussian distribution.
Also note that the variance of φ(n, ω) is finite; it varies from [0, |U |]. Denote the
mean and variance of φ(n, ω) as µω and σ
2
ω, respectively. Consider three transmission
schedules: ω∗, ω and ω̃, where max{µω∗ , µω, µω̃} = µω∗
As φ(n, ω∗) > φ(n, ω) then, µω∗ > µω, meaning condition (3.8) can be revised to
P{(φ(n, ω∗)− φ[n, ω] > 0}) > P{(φ(n, ω)− φ[n, ω∗]) > 0}. (3.11)
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This can be rewritten as,
P{
(





N (µω, σ2ω)−N (µω∗ , σ2ω∗
)
> 0} (3.12)
P{N (µω∗ − µω, σ2ω∗ + σ2ω) > 0} >
P{
(
N (µω − µω∗ , σ2ω + σ2ω∗
)
> 0} (3.13)











Observe that the variance is the same. Hence, µω∗ − µω > µω − µω∗ , which is true
as µω∗ > µω. This proves sufficient condition (3.8).
As for condition (3.9),
P{(φ(n, ω∗)− φ[n, ω̃]) > 0} > P{(φ(n, ω)− φ[n, ω̃]) > 0}, (3.15)
and can be rewritten as,
P{
(
N (µω∗ , σ2ω∗)−N (µω̃, σ2ω̃)
)
> 0} >
P{N (µω, σ2ω)−N (µω̃, σ2ω̃) > 0} (3.16)
P{N (µω∗ − µω̃, σ2ω∗ + σ2ω̃) > 0} >
P{N (µω − µω̃, σ2ω + σ2ω̃) > 0} (3.17)
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As the variance is same for all φ(n, ω), i.e., [0, |U |], thus µω∗ − µω̃ > µω − µω̃.
Hence, Algorithm-1 satisfies sufficient conditions (3.8) and (3.9). This completes
the proof.
3.2.2 Dynamic Transmission Sets
The discrete optimization algorithm explained in Section 3.2.1 requires a collection
of transmission schedules Ω as input. When there are a large number of UAVs,
the total number of transmission sets in Ω grows exponentially with the number of
UAVs. Hence, it becomes computationally infeasible to check all the transmission
sets in Ω for large UAV networks. To this end, this section proposes a heuristic that
only generates a subset of the maximum possible transmission schedules. After that
Algorithm-1 is applied on these reduced number of transmission schedules in order
to determine the best one; note that the computed transmission schedule in this
case may not be optimal as all transmission schedules are not available at hand.
The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is as follows. For each schedule, in
each slot, L number of random UAVs are included. Note that the value of L cannot
be larger than four. Otherwise, inter-user interference will be too large [176]. This
basic idea is illustrated in Algorithm 2. It accepts as input the set of UAVs and the
maximum number of transmission schedules to be generated Γ.
In line 4, it first selects a random L value. This will determine the number
of UAVs that can transmit simultaneously in each slot. In line 7, the function
RandShuffle() is used to return a random ordered set U ′. For example, if U =
{1, 2, 3, 4}, then RandShuffle() may return U ′ = {U3, U1, U2, U4}. In line-9, it
constructs a set ai of size L. Specifically, it calls the function PickUAVs(), which
picks UAVs in the following order from the set U ′: ϕ, ϕ + 1, . . . , ϕ + L − 1. For
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example, if U ′ = {U3, U1, U2, U4}, L = 2 and ϕ = 1, then ai = {U3, U1}. This set
is then added into the transmission schedule ωj. The while loop from lines 8-13
continues until all UAVs are in a transmission set. Once a transmission schedule
is generated, function TxScheduleExist() is used to determine whether ωj exists
in Ω. If it is a new transmission schedule, it is added to Ω. In total, there will
be Γ transmission schedules; i.e., |Ω| = Γ. Note, in practice, a counter can also
be included that records the number of times Algorithm 2 has tried to compute Γ
transmission schedules. If the counter reaches a predefined threshold, then it exits.
Lastly, the analysis of run time property of Algorithm-2 is presented.
Algorithm 2 Dynamic Transmission Algorithm
Input: U and Γ
Output: Ω
1: Ω = ∅
2: j = 1
3: while |Ω| 6= Γ do
4: Set L =Rand(1,5)
5: Set i = ϕ = 1
6: Set ωj = ai = ∅
7: U ′ = RandShuffle(U)
8: while
∑
i |ai| ≤ |U | do
9: ai = PickUAVs(ϕ, ϕ+ L, U
′)
10: ωj ∪ ai
11: ϕ = ϕ+ L
12: i = i + 1
13: end while
14: if TxScheduleExist(ωj,Ω) == false then
15: Ω ∪ ωj




Proposition 3.19. Algorithm-2 has a run time complexity of O(Γ2|U |2).
Proof. The while loop from lines 3-18 runs for at most O(|Γ|) times. In the worst
case, line-4 returns L = 1. That means lines 8-13 will run O(|U |) times, where
each transmission schedule only has one transmitting UAV. Line 14 needs to check
whether the schedule ωj is a member of Ω. Specifically, it needs to check for each
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transmission schedule ωk ∈ Ω, whether the condition ωj = ωk is true. The max
size of each transmission schedule is O(|U |); i.e., each UAV transmits by itself.
Hence, to compare two transmission schedule it takes O(|U |2). As |Ω| = Γ, then the
function TxScheduleExist(.) takes O(Γ|U |2). Therefore, the run time complexity
of O(Γ2|U |2). This completes the proof.
3.3 Results
3.4 Evaluation
The experiments are conducted in Matlab. The first set of results considers a small
network consisting of four UAVs. After that, a network with thirty UAVs is con-
sidered, Algorithm-2 is used as generating all possible transmission schedules is in-
tractable. In the evaluations, except for those in Section 3.4.3, all UAVs are static.
However, their channel gain is random. In Section 3.4.3, experiments conducted
using the received signal strengths from an actual testbed with three mobile UAVs
are presented. It is worth noting that UAVs always have data to transmit in their
assigned time slot. All UAVs and the ground station are equipped with a 2.4 GHz
radio and transmit at a fixed power of 1 Watt.
3.4.1 Small UAV Networks
This section first considers the case where all the transmission sets are known. This
part considers four UAVs, which equate to a total of eight transmission schedules;
see Table 3.2. Each transmission schedule allows all UAVs to transmit at least once.
The UAVs are placed at a distance of 100, 200, 150 and 300 meters from the ground
station. The channel gain is simulated using Nakagami distribution with µ = 5 and
ω = 2. The system runs each transmission set for 100 time slots and record the
total number of successful transmissions. This process is repeated for 10 runs and
average of the results is obtained; this is known as a single iteration. Average result
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Table 3.2: Transmission Sets. The SIC factor L indicates the number of concurrent
transmitters
Transmission Set (k) Combination of UAVs SIC Factor L
1 {U1, U2}, { U3, U4} 2
2 {U1, U3}, {U2, U4} 2
3 {U1, U4}, {U2, U3} 2
4 {U1, U2, U3}, {U4} 3
5 {U1, U2, U4}, {U3} 3
6 {U1, U3, U4}, {U2} 3
7 {U2, U3, U4}, {U1} 3
8 {U1, U2, U3, U4} 4
of 100 iterations is plotted.
3.4.1.1 Probability Mass Function
This section studies the impact of different SINR thresholds (β), where β is set to
either 2, 4, 6 or 8 dB. The Probability Mass Function (PMF) is generated for each
β value. The symbol P (k) in Figure 3.2 shows the probability of each transmission
set. From Figure 3.2, we see that the optimal transmission schedule can be different
for each β value. This is reasonable because a given β value requires a certain
SINR threshold; e.g., if β is high, then there must be fewer links in each time slot
to guarantee there is sufficient gap between received power to ensure the SINR of
transmissions is at least β. Otherwise, there is too much inter-user interference,
which results in a high failure rate. For example, when β = 2, the optimal set is the
sixth set where L = 3; i.e., up to L = 3 transmissions can co-exist in a time slot.
However, for higher values of β, a transmission set with L = 2 becomes the optimal
transmission schedule, meaning there needs to be fewer transmissions in each time
slot.
The results for the shape parameter µ of the Nakagami-m distribution are dis-
cussed next. The shape parameter µ controls the depth of fading [56], where lower µ
values correspond to higher fading; this represents the case where UAVs are highly
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Figure 3.2: Probability vectors for different SINR threshold (β) values.
mobile. This means as the SINR changes more rapidly, there needs to be fewer
number of transmitting UAVs in each time slot in order to account for the wide
ranging received power. This is confirmed in Figure 3.3, where lower values of µ
result in the use of transmission schedules with a smaller SIC factor L. For example,
when µ ∈ {0.1, 1.5}, the optimal transmission schedules are three and two, respec-
tively. These transmission schedules have fewer concurrent transmissions, which
are required given the higher fading experienced by UAVs. For higher values of
µ, namely µ ∈ {3, 5}, transmission schedules with L = 3 perform better; namely
transmission schedules five and six are optimal for these cases. This is because with
better channel conditions, more UAVs can be accommodated in each transmission
schedule.
3.4.1.2 Impact of SINR Threshold
Based on the results in Section 3.4.1.1, next part compares the number of successful
transmissions for different β values. Figure 3.4 shows that the performance degrades
with increasing SINR thresholds. Figure 3.4 shows that the number of successful
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Figure 3.3: Probability vectors for different µ values.
transmissions is highest when β is either one or two; i.e., more than 70%. When
β is increased to four, the percentage of successful transmissions drops to less than
50%. The performance further drops below 20% when β is increased to six. This is
because a high threshold corresponds to a high data rate requirement. That is, the
received power must be high to ensure sufficient SINR threshold; equivalently, each
transmission must experience minimal interference.
3.4.1.3 Epsilon-Greedy Algorithm
This part compares the performance of the optimal transmission schedule against
the ε-greedy algorithm. Note that ε-greedy is widely used in reinforcement learning
approaches to balance between exploration and exploitation of actions; see [204]
for details. The ε-greedy approach is tested with two different values: ε = 0.2
and then again with ε = 0.4. When ε = 0.4, it has a 40% chance of selecting a
transmission that does not have the maximum performance. This means it uses
the transmission schedule with the highest number of successes 60% of the time.
Similarly, when ε = 0.2, it explores other transmission schedules 20% of the time,
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Figure 3.4: Performance comparison with different β values.
and in the remaining time, it uses the best performing transmission schedule thus
far.
Figure 3.5 and 3.6 show that the percentage of successful transmissions is higher
when ε = 0.2 as compared to ε = 0.4. The plots show that the optimal schedule
has a success rate of 75% on average whereas ε-greedy with ε = 0.2 has a success
rate of near 55%. In contrast ε-greedy with ε = 0.4 has a success rate of less than
50% on average. This is because ε-greedy with ε = 0.2 explores for only 20% of the
time and uses the transmission schedule with the highest success at till that point
80% of the times. On the other hand, ε = 0.4 explores all other transmissions sets
40% of the time while using the best transmission schedule up till that point 60%
of the time. Figure 3.5 and 3.6 show that ε-greedy can fluctuate significantly and
sometimes it can perform closer to the optimal schedule. This can be explained by
the fact that it frequently explores other transmission schedules, meaning it may
find the best transmission schedule in some time slots whilst at other times, it may
use a transmission schedule with a high failure rate.
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Figure 3.5: ε-Greedy versus the optimal transmission schedule (ε = 0.2).





























Figure 3.6: ε-greedy versus the optimal transmission schedule (ε = 0.4).
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3.4.2 Large UAV Networks
In the next experiment, a large UAV network is considered. Algorithm-2 is used
to generate transmission sets for scenarios with 30 UAVs. The UAVs are placed
randomly in the air with a distance ranging from 50 to 500 meters.
3.4.2.1 Comparison of SINR Threshold values
Figure 3.7 compares the performance Algorithm-2 for different β values. Its perfor-
mance is better for lower values of β as transmissions easily meet the lower SINR
threshold. On the other hand, with higher β values, then interference caused by
simultaneously transmissions means it is unlikely that a transmission’s SINR meets
the high β value. Figure 3.7 also shows that performance declines as the number
of UAVs increases. This is due to the decreasing spacing between UAVs which re-
sults in lower differences in received power levels at the ground station. A higher
difference in received power level is important for the operation of SIC.



































Figure 3.7: Performance comparison with different β values.
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3.4.2.2 Dynamic versus Epsilon-Greedy
This subsection studies the performance of Algorithm-2 against the ε-greedy algo-
rithm. For the case of large number of UAVs, the ε-greedy protocol is executed with
ε = 0.2 and ε = 0.4. Figure 3.8 and 3.9 show that the performance of ε-greedy algo-
rithm fluctuate more than Algorithm-2. This is because of its exploration process
where it uniformly selects another transmission schedule 20% or 40% of the time. As
a result, the ground station may pick a transmission schedule with a high number
of successes or one that fails frequently

































Figure 3.8: ε-greedy versus the optimal transmission schedule (ε = 0.2).
3.4.3 Experiments on a UAV Testbed
This subsection includes the results achieved by conducting trace-based simulation
using the received power from three UAVs shown in Figure 3.10. Specifically, re-
ceived strength values were collected from three quad-copter UAVs. All UAVs are
equipped with a 433 MHz Long Range (LoRa) radio. The transmission sets for
this experiment are shown in Table 3.3. The experiment considers two cases: static
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Figure 3.9: ε-greedy versus the optimal transmission schedule (ε = 0.4).
and mobile UAVs. In both cases, RSSI values are collected from each UAV for five
minutes and the UAVs are located at a height of 30 meters. For the mobile case,
the three UAVs circle the ground station at a speed of 3 m/s. The trace-based
simulations were conducted for 300 time slots. The SINR threshold was set to 0 dB
for this experiment.
Referring to Figure 3.11, we see that transmissions are successful nearly half of
the times for transmission schedules with L = 2. For the transmission set with
L = 3, the number of successful transmissions is quite low, where we see only 70
successes out of 300 attempts for the static case. This number is even lower for the
mobile case with only 10 successes because the received power levels are very close
to each other. This results in more decoding errors. Hence, the results indicate
that the UAVs should be operated at different distances from the ground station.
The aforementioned results agree with those in Section 3.4.1.1. That is, if UAVs are
mobile, then a transmission schedule with fewer number of transmitters per slot is
required. This is reasonable as a wider gap in received power or lower interference
is required to ensure a transmission meets its required SINR threshold.
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Table 3.3: Transmission Sets for the testbed scenario
Transmission Set Combination of UAVs SIC Factor L
1 {U1, U2}, {U3} 2
2 {U2, U3}, {U1} 2
3 {U1, U3}, {U2} 2
4 {U1, U2, U3} 3
Figure 3.10: Three quadcopter UAVs experiments






























A multi-UAVs network requires a robust TDMA schedule that performs well across
all possible channel gain realizations. To this end, this chapter proposes two so-
lutions that allow an operator to identify the best transmission schedule that has
the highest average number of transmission successes. The first solution requires all
possible transmission schedules and yield the optimal transmission schedule. The
second solution uses the first solution but with a reduced number of transmission
schedules generated using a heuristic. The results show that both solutions allow a
ground station to learn the best transmission schedule for the given channel condi-
tion. In particular, if the channel condition is poor due to highly mobile UAVs, it
selects a transmission schedule with fewer number of UAVs in each time slot. On
the other hand, if the channel condition is favourable or UAVs are relatively static,
then the ground station employs a transmission schedule with a high number of
transmitting UAVs in each time slot.
A limitation of the proposed MAC is that it is a centralized solution. Therefore,
a ground station is responsible for generating transmission schedules. As discussed
in Section 1.2, a distributed MAC is preferable over centralized MAC due to less
overheads. In particular, collecting information about all nodes at a ground station
can add extra overheads. To this end, the next chapter proposes a distributed link
access mechanism that allows UAVs to learn their transmission policy. Another
limitation in the proposed MAC is that it does not consider multiple data rates.
UAVs may experience transmission failures due to random channel conditions. In
such a case, it is preferable for UAVs to switch to a lower order MCS. Therefore, the
next chapter also deals with this problem and proposes a MAC that allows UAVs
to select a MCS for a given channel condition.
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A Learning MAC for Multi-UAVs
Networks
As discussed in Chapter 2, previous works do not consider equipping UAVs with
learning capabilities. None of them equip UAVs with capability to learn the best
time slot and data rate for a given frame size or schedule. Also, prior works do not
consider adjusting the schedule length dynamically in order to improve throughput
or to minimize collision and idle slots when a receiver has SIC capability By contrast,
this chapter focuses on the joint problem of determining the shortest possible TDMA
schedule and finding the best transmission slot and data rate for each UAV.
TimeFrame 1
r2 1 3 1 2 2
Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame n Frame n+1 Frame n+2
...r r r r r
Figure 4.1: A UAV’s learning process.
The proposed scheme is known as L-MAC scheme and it is used by UAVs and a
ground station to learn the transmission schedule that yields the highest throughput.
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of L-MAC running at a UAV, where ri indicates a data
rate, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Assume the data rate ri is higher than rj if j < i. Figure 4.1
also shows that in the first frame, the UAV transmits in the second time slot with a
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data rate of r2, which let’s assume fails due to collision or interference. In the next
frame, the UAV transmits in the first time slot, which is successful. The transmission
is also successful in slot-1 of frame-3 but with a higher data rate. Hence, the best
transmission policy for the UAV is to transmit in slot-1 of each frame with data
rate r3. When the learning process is over for a frame size, the ground station may
adjust the frame size after noticing a high number of collisions and idle slots; in
Figure 4.1, starting from frame n, the ground station changes the frame size to four
slots. This causes UAVs to restart their learning process for the new frame size.
In summary, contributions for this chapter are as follows:
• The chapter addresses the following problem: given a multi-rate UAVs net-
work with a ground station that has SIC capability, determine the shortest
possible schedule and transmission policy of each UAV. The work proposes a
novel distributed solution called L-MAC, whereby UAVs use a Softmax based
function to learn the best time slot for a given frame or schedule size. They
also use the same function to determine the best data rate for the selected
time slot. Once all UAVs have learned the best time slot and data rate, the
frame size is repeated until the ground station finds that it causes too many
collisions and idle slots. It then sets a new frame size.
• The considered aim and problem are novel. It is to emphasize that prior
works have not considered deriving a TDMA schedule dynamically for a re-
ceiver equipped with a SIC radio, and no works have considered a learning
approach to determine the best time slot and MCS in conjunction with a dy-
namic frame length adjustment algorithm. This work is in contrast to those
that use CSMA/CA where a UAV does not have a designated transmission
slot. In this case, once the best slot and data rate are found, a UAV continues
to use them for the given frame size. In other words, L-MAC enables UAVs
to transmit in a deterministic time slot and data rate. Moreover, by learning
the shortest possible schedule, UAVs are able to transmit frequently; i.e., their
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link capacity to the ground station is high. Lastly, the derived schedule can
serve as a capacity upper-bound for any random channel access protocols.
The remaining sections of this chapter are organized as follows. Section 4.1
discusses the system model. Then in Section 4.2, the problem statement is defined
formally. Section 4.3 presents the details of L-MAC. The results are discussed in
Section 4.4. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.5.
4.1 System Model
Each UAV ui, where i = 1, 2, . . . , |U | supports multiple data rates. UAVs need to
support multiple data rates due to highly varying channel conditions. Therefore,
UAVs can switch to a higher or lower order MCS index based on channel condi-
tions. Specifically, UAVs have a set M containing MCS indexes. Each MCS index
corresponds to a predefined SINR threshold βz, where z ∈ M. In particular, the
SINR at the ground station must exceed βz in order to attain a data rate of rz. It
is assumed that each UAV has data to transfer to the ground station at all times.
The channel gain from UAV i to the ground station is denoted as gi. Lastly, UAVs
do not cooperate with each other.
Transmissions from UAVs to the ground station are carried out in terms of
frames. Each frame is denoted as Fn which contains |Fn| time slots. Each time slot
is given as tj, where j = {1, 2, . . . , |Fn|}. UAVs are responsible for selecting a time
slot and an MCS in each frame. Each UAV selects a time slot and a MCS based on
a probability; this is explained in Section 4.3. Each UAV can only transmit once in
each frame. Figure 4.2 shows an example frame structure. We see that each time
slot tj ∈ Fn can include multiple UAVs. Specifically, in Figure 4.2, the first frame
comprises of two time slots with the following UAVs: t1 = {u1, u2, u3} followed by











Figure 4.2: An example frame structure
Table 4.1: List of Parameters
Symbol Definition
Pi Transmit power from node i to ground station
gi Channel gain from node i to ground station
L SIC decoding factor - Number of concurrent transmis-
sions
U Set of UAVs
ui i-th UAV
tj Time slot index
σ2 Ambient noise power
M Set of modulation indexes
rz Corresponding data rate for MCS index z
βz Corresponding SINR threshold for MCS index z
Fn The n-th frame
σi Mixed strategy for ui
σ̄i PMF over the time slots in Fn for ui
σ̃ij PMF over the MCS M for time slot tj
σ̄i(tj) Probability of using time slot tj when ui uses strategy
σi
σ̃ij(z) Probability of using MCS z in time slot tj for ui
Vi(tj , z) Reward for using MCS z in time slot tj for UAV i
τ Temperature parameter of the Softmax function
4.2 Problem Statement
The objective is to maximize the overall throughput of a UAV network. This objec-
tive can be divided into two parts: (i) identify the optimal frame size that yields the
maximum sum rate, and (ii) for each UAV and each frame size, it needs to identify
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the best time slot and MCS. The main issue is interference caused by multiple UAVs
transmitting in the same slot. In this respect, if the frame size is short, there will
be more UAVs that share a slot and UAVs may need to use a lower order MCS to
ensure SIC decoding is successful, or UAVs may experience more collisions or decod-
ing failures. In both cases, the total sum-rate will be low or zero. By contrast, if the
frame size is long, then there will be idle slots and the frequency of transmissions
will be low; both of which lower throughput.
Let’s start by modeling part (ii). For a given frame size |Fn|, each UAV ui needs
to take two actions: (a) āi, which corresponds to the slot selected by ui in Fn, and
(b) ãi is the MCS that UAV ui uses in slot āi. Denote Ai = Fn ×M, where × is
the Cartesian product. Define a joint action as s = (s1, s2, . . . , s|U |), where si ∈ Ai
and s ∈ A = ×i∈UAi. In words, each joint action s consists of tuples (āi, ãi), which
represent the time slot and MCS selected by UAV i.
For a given joint action s, let its reward when used in frame Fn be denoted as
u(s); formally, u : A → R≥0. In order to define u(s) precisely, a few notations
will be needed. Let I(āi, tj) be an indicator function that returns a value of one if
UAV ui selected time slot tj in frame Fn. Also, N(tj, s) denotes the set of UAVs
that selected to transmit in time slot tj; i.e., N(tj, s) = {uk | I(āk, tj) = 1,∀k ∈
U}. Let P(ui, tj, s) return a list of UAVs with received power that is less than the
received power of UAV ui in time slot tj given strategy s. Formally, P(ui, tj, s) =
{uj|Pj|gj|2 < Pi|gi|2,∀j ∈ N(tj, s), i 6= j}. The reward ui(s) received by UAV ui for








Pq |gq |2 ≥ βãi
0, Otherwise.
(4.1)






4.3. A Learning MAC
We are now ready to define part (ii) formally: identify a joint action s∗ that
yields the maximum reward. That is,
s∗ = arg max
s∈A
u(s) (4.3)
Part (i) is solved by the ground station, where it seeks to identify a frame size
that yields the maximum throughput. For a given optimal strategy s∗, the sum rate








Let φ denote the frame length; i.e., φ = |Fn| and the throughput (Tφ) at the ground





The ground station thus seeks to determine a frame length φ that maximizes the
overall throughput T ∗; formally,
T ∗ = max
φ∈N>0
Tφ (4.6)
4.3 A Learning MAC
This part proposes a distributed MAC for the aforementioned problem. The MAC
scheme comprises of two parts. The first part runs at each UAV whilst the second
is run by the ground station. Each UAV employs a mixed strategy to learn the best
slot and the corresponding MCS that yields the highest reward or sum-rate for a
given frame size; see Section 4.3.1. On the other hand, the ground station employs
an iterative strategy to determine the optimal frame size. Specifically, it adjusts the
frame size according to the number of failures and idle slots.
Figure 4.3 provides an overview of the proposed MAC scheme. The ground
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station starts by sending a frame size to all UAVs. These UAVs then learn the
best slot and data rate for the said slot for the given frame size. After all UAVs
have learned the best slot and data rate, they inform the ground station. After
that, the ground station then determines whether the present frame size has good
performance. Specifically, it adjusts the frame size according to the number of
observed idle slots and slots with collisions. If the frame size changes, the ground
station informs UAVs of the new frame size. The UAVs then restart the learning
process in order to learn the best slot and data rate for the new frame size.
UAVs Learning phase Ground station monitoring phase
Ground station sends a new 
     frame size to UAVs
Time
Ground station sends a  
     frame size to UAVs
F1 F2 Fn Fn+1 Fm Fm+1
UAVs Learning phase
All UAVs achieve 
  convergence
Figure 4.3: An overview of L-MAC.
4.3.1 UAV Strategy
For a given frame size, each UAV independently calculates a probability for selecting
a time slot as well as a probability for using a MCS in the selected time slot. As
discussed below, the best time slot and corresponding MCS that yields the most
successes will naturally have the highest probability. Let σi = (σ̄i, σ̃ij) denote the
mixed strategy of UAV ui; in particular, σ̄i denotes the PMF over the time slots in
Fn, and σ̃ij is the PMF over the set of MCSsM for time slot tj. Then, σ̄i(tj) can be
written as the probability that UAV i assigns to time slot tj when it uses strategy σi.
Similarly, σ̃ij(z), where z ∈ M, denotes the probability assigned to MCS z in time
slot tj. Note that for each time slot tj,
∑
z∈M σ̃ij(z) = 1. Also,
∑
j∈Fn σ̄i(tj) = 1.
L-MAC uses the Softmax function [205] to determine the PMF σ̄i and σ̃ij. Specif-
ically, depending on the outcome of each transmission, the chances of using that time
slot or a MCS are increased or decreased. Assume that a UAV has selected time slot
tj, then the reward of using MCS z is given as ui(z). Then, the probability σ̃ij(z)
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where τ is called the temperature parameter. If the temperature is high, then the
probability of using any MCS index in M is equal. On the other hand, if the
temperature is low, the MCS index with the highest reward will be used most often.
Similarly, Softmax function is used in order to determine the best time slot within
frame Fn. Assume that a UAV ui transmits in time slot tj, then it obtains the reward
ui(tj). Here, the reward ui(tj) depends on whether UAV ui successfully transmits in
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Figure 4.4: UAV strategy.
Figure 4.4 shows the strategy taken by a UAV. Initially, a UAV waits for the
frame size from the ground station. During this time, the UAV uses a default frame
size for transmission. Once the UAV receives a frame size from the ground station,
it checks whether the transmitted frame size is new or an existing frame size. If
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it is an old frame size, the UAV will continue to use the corresponding PMFs for
that frame size. On the other hand, if the frame size is new, the UAV will learn
the PMFs for that particular frame size. It does this in the following manner. It
initializes the PMF σ̃ij and σ̄i to the uniform distribution. After each transmission,
the corresponding PMF is updated as per (4.7) and (4.8). This process is repeated
until the variance of the average throughput is within a given a threshold. Lastly, a
UAV informs the ground station that it has chosen the best data rate and slot for
the given frame.
4.3.2 Ground Station Strategy
The ground station is responsible for adjusting the frame length. It does this after all
UAVs have learned the PMFs for a given frame size. The ground station strategy is
depicted using a state diagram in Figure 4.5. Initially, the ground station transmits
an arbitrary frame size to all UAVs. This prompts UAVs to learn the PMF for the
best time slot, and within each slot, the PMF of MCSs. When all UAVs report
that they have converged, the ground station starts the monitoring phase, where
it monitors the number of idle and collision slots. This process is explained in
Algorithm 3. The input to the algorithm is current frame size |Fn|. From line 2-16,
the main loop is executed, which runs until a new frame size is achieved. At line
3, the algorithm uses the function getCurrentTimeSlot() to get the current time
slot number. From line 4-14, a while loop is executed which runs through each time
slot in current frame to check for any idle and collision slots. The algorithm uses
the function GetSlotStatus() to check the status of a time slot. The status can
be collisions, idle or successful. At line 15, the ground station updates the frame
size based on the status of a time slot. Here, the weight 0.1 is used to reduce the
frequency in which the frame size changes. Lastly, line 17 is reached if the frame
size changes.
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Start 
Transmit a frame size to
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Figure 4.5: Ground station strategy
Algorithm 3 The ground station’s monitoring process.
Input: |Fn|
Output: |Fn+1|
1: Set ∆I = ∆C = ∆S = 0
2: while |Fn| does not change do
3: tStart = t = getCurrentTimeSlot()
4: while t ≤= tStart + |Fn| do
5: t =getCurrentTimeSlot
6: Status = GetSlotStatus(t)














The experiments are conducted in Matlab. The system consists of up to twenty
UAVs that are placed linearly at distances ranging from 20 to 400 meters. All UAVs
and the ground station are equipped with a 2.4 GHz radio and transmit at a fixed
transmission power of 1 Watt. First, L-MAC is trained over 100,000 frames. After
that, the obtained PMF is used for both data slots and MCS over 1000 frames,
and the throughput obtained by L-MAC versus other competing MAC protocols is
compared, which are explained below. For the experiments in Section 4.4.1-4.4.2,
three MCSs are used. Their corresponding SINR threshold β is given in Table 4.2. A
dynamic τ value is used for all experiments. Specifically, the value of τ is decreased
according to the total number of frames. For example, if the total number of frames
is N = 100, then the scaling factor will be 1.05(110 − 5/N). In all experiments
with a fixed frame size, each frame comprises of five time slots. L-MAC is compared
against three different protocols:
Aloha with SIC (ASIC): Each UAV randomly selects a slot in each frame and
an MCS. These simultaneous transmissions are decoded at the ground station using
SIC.
Aloha without SIC (AWSIC): This method corresponds to the standard
Aloha protocol whereby the ground station does not support SIC. Therefore, if
multiple UAVs select the same time slot, they experience a collision.
TDMA MAC: This protocol assumes the ground station knows the channel
gain of each UAV and that the channel gain remains constant for the duration of
each frame. Given the channel gain to each UAV, this protocol then schedules a
UAV into a time slot as long as it can decode the signal from all UAVs that are
scheduled to transmit in that slot. A set of UAVs are considered compatible if the
ground station is able to decode their signal in each slot using SIC. When using
this protocol, the ground station first schedules the UAV with the highest received
power in the first slot. Then, the protocol selects the UAV with the next highest
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Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
SINR threshold β [0,1,2] dB
Number of Frames 100,000
Channel model Nakagami-m
µ 0.5
Transmit power 1 Watt
Temperature parameter τ 110 to 5
received power. If they are compatible, the two UAVs are scheduled to transmit
together. The third UAV with the next highest received power is then included
into the same time slot. The protocol then checks whether all these three UAVs
are compatible. This process continues until a UAV is incompatible with other
transmitting UAVs in the same time slot. The last added UAV is then removed.
The aforementioned process is then repeated for the next time slot. It ends when
either all UAVs have been scheduled or there are no more time slots. If there are
UAVs without a scheduled slot, they are marked as failed.
4.4.1 Throughput
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show that, as expected, TDMA outperforms all other protocols
because it schedules only compatible UAVs in each time slot. This means UAVs do
not experience collisions. Therefore, its performance is better as compared to other
protocols. In Figure 4.6, TDMA operates with β = 1 dB; therefore, its maximum
achievable throughput is 500 kbps [206]. In this case, L-MAC outperforms TDMA
when the number of UAVs is less than ten because the throughput of TDMA is
capped at 500 kbps while L-MAC achieves a throughput higher than 500 kbps.
Specifically, L-MAC achieves 691 kbps for four UAVs and 582 kbps for eight UAVs.
The reason is because five slots are sufficient to accommodate up to ten UAVs.
When the number of UAVs increases further, the throughput reduces. For example,
when there are twenty UAVs, the throughput of TDMA drops to 254 kbps and the
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throughput of L-MAC drops to 71 kbps. This is because each time slot may contain
more than three UAVs; this results in very high inter-user interference. Similarly,
Figure 4.7 with β = 2 also shows that TDMA outperforms other protocols because
it schedules only compatible UAVs together. Figure 4.7 also shows that when there
are four UAVs, L-MAC achieves a throughput of 700 kbps. In comparison ASIC
achieves a throughput of near 550 kbps and 270 kbps for AWSIC for the same
number of UAVs.



























TDMA (β = 1)
Figure 4.6: A comparison of L-MAC, ASIC, AWSIC and TDMA (β = 1)
ASIC has a lower throughput as compared to TDMA and L-MAC because it
chooses slots and MCSs randomly while L-MAC learns which slots and MCS yield
the highest throughput. For example, when there are ten UAVs, L-MAC achieves
a throughput of approximately 500 kbps whereas for the same number of UAVs,
ASIC only achieves 300 kbps. The performance of ASIC and L-MAC is similar
when the number of UAVs exceeds fifteen. For example, when there are sixteen
UAVs, both ASIC and L-MAC achieve a throughput of around 130 kbps. The
throughput further drops to 70 kbps when the number of UAVs is twenty. This is
because the number of slots in each frame is very small as compared to number of
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UAVs, which results in a very high number of decoding failures. UAVs are not able
to learn which slots to choose since nearly all slots lead to failures. Hence, L-MAC
cannot outperform Aloha when the number of UAVs is greater than fifteen. As
expected, AWSIC performs poorly as compared to all other protocols. For example,
in case of four UAVs, AWSIC achieves a throughput of 256 kbps whereas L-MAC
achieves a throughput of 691 kbps for the same number of UAVs. This is because
when UAVs use AWSIC, a transmission fails when more than one UAV transmits
in the same time slot.




























TDMA (β = 2)
Figure 4.7: A comparison of L-MAC, ASIC, AWSIC and TDMA (β = 2)
4.4.2 Effect of Temperature parameter
In this experiment, the number of UAVs is fixed to ten and the impact of using differ-
ent τ values is studied. The total number of frames is 100,000. Average throughput
of every 1000 frames is obtained. The experiment compares the throughput per-
formance of dynamic τ with fixed values of τ . From Figure 4.8, we see that the
maximum throughput of 630 kbps is achieved when a dynamic τ is used. On the
other hand, throughput is only 300 kbps when τ = 100. For smaller values of τ
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such as τ = 10, the throughput remains near 470 kbps. This is because for higher
τ values, rewards are lower because the ground station will give chances to even
those slots that do not yield good results. Conversely, throughput is higher smaller
τ values are used such as τ = 10. This is because at these τ values, the reward is
very high for each successful transmission. Therefore, the probability of trying other
time slots is very small in case of a successful transmission. We can see that initially
when the number of frames is less than 10,000, the throughput is less than 470 kbps
for τ = 10. This is because initially, each slot has the same probability of being
chosen. Therefore, there are more chances of transmission failures. The throughput
improves after 10,000 frames and remains constant around 470 kbps because the τ
is very small, meaning UAVs no longer explore other slots and MCSs. On contrary,
we can see that the throughput for τ = 100 does not remain constant and keeps
fluctuating around 380 to 410 kbps. This large τ causes UAVs to continuously try
different slots and MCSs.
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Figure 4.8: Performance with different τ values
Figure 4.8 shows that with fixed τ values, there is no major improvement in
throughput. Therefore, a dynamic τ must be used where a high τ is used initially
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i.e., τ = 110 and reduce it in each frame so that exploration reduces over time
and becomes minimal. In this way, L-MAC is able to learn better performing slots
and also explore other slots. When L-MAC has learnt the best slots and MCSs, it
stops exploring and uses the same slots and MCSs for future frames. To this end,
convergence for L-MAC is defined as the point where it has learnt the best slot and
MCS to use for the current frame. In other words, L-MAC achieves convergence
when the difference in average throughput between adjacent frames is less than a
predefined value of ε.
From Figure 4.8, we see that the throughput of L-MAC with dynamic τ fluctuates
widely when the number of frames is less than 65,000. For example, the throughput
before 50,000 frames remains less than 350 kbps. After 50,000 frames, it increases
to 450 kbps and then reduces back to 350 kbps. This is because L-MAC is in
the learning phase, where it explores all slots and MCSs, leading to highly varying
throughput. L-MAC converges when the number of frames passes 65,000. At this
point, the ground station has learnt the best slots and τ has a smaller value. After
65,000 frames, the ground station continues using these best slots. Therefore, the
throughput remains constant at 630 kbps which is 34% higher than τ = 10.
4.4.3 Increasing Number of MCSs
This experiment studies the effect of using higher SINR threshold (β) values on
throughput. Specifically, following β values (in dB): {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20}
are considered. There are ten UAVs. TDMA is not used in this experiment be-
cause it is designed to work with a fixed MCS. Figure 4.9 shows that throughput
significantly improves for all protocols when new MCSs are introduced. The chances
of successful transmissions are reduced with the introduction of higher threshold β
values. However, the reward for each success is greater for a higher threshold or β
value because it offers greater data rates. Therefore, using higher β values improves
throughput. For example, L-MAC obtains a throughput of 485 kbps with three
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MCSs. When there are five MCSs, its throughput is 762 kbps. The throughput is
2.5 Mbps when there are ten MCSs. Similarly, the throughput of ASIC improves
from 267 kbps to 3.4 Mbps.



























Figure 4.9: Comparison with different number of MCSs
Figure 4.9 compares the throughput of different protocols. L-MAC outperforms
ASIC when the number of MCSs is less than seven. For example, when there are
five MCSs, the throughput of L-MAC is 762 kbps whereas for ASIC it is only 421
kbps. This is because L-MAC learns and intelligently selects which slots and MCS
to choose for higher success rates. In comparison, ASIC has no such capability
as it always selects a random slot and MCS. On the other hand, for higher MCS
values, i.e., greater than 10 dB, ASIC performs better. For example, when there
are ten MCSs, L-MAC achieves 2.5 Mbps. For the same number of MCSs, ASIC
achieves a throughput of 3.4 Mbps. This is because very high β values such as 16
and 20 dB result in more decoding failures. Consequently, L-MAC will reduce the
probability of selecting these high β values. In particular, L-MAC prefers lower β
values that produce more successful transmissions but a lower throughput. On the
other hand, ASIC will select all MCSs with equal probability. As expected, AWSIC
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performs poorly as compared to L-MAC and ASIC. Specifically, AWSIC achieves a
throughput of only 66 kbps when there are three MCSs; as a comparison, L-MAC
obtained a throughput of 517 kbps. When there are ten MCSs, AWSIC obtains 1.7
Mbps whereas L-MAC obtains 2.5 Mbps. AWSIC obtains poorer results because it
has no SIC capability and there is a collision when more than one UAV transmits
in the same slot.
4.4.4 Shape Parameter
This part studies the shape parameter µ of the Nakagami-m distribution. The
number of UAVs is fixed to ten and the impact of changing µ values is studied.
Recall that the shape parameter µ controls the fading depth [207], where lower µ
values correspond to higher fading. Figure 4.10 shows that throughput improves as
the value of µ increases. Specifically, the throughput for L-MAC improves by 7%
(335 to 360 kbps) when µ is increased from 0.5 to 5. Similarly, the throughput for
TDMA improves by 3% (465 to 480 kbps). This is because increasing µ decreases
fading depth, and thus UAVs experience fewer decoding failures.






























Figure 4.10: Performance with different µ values
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4.4.5 Dynamic Frame Sizes
This part of the evaluation studies the performance of L-MAC when the ground
station changes the frame size according to the process explained in Section 4.3.2.
Figure 4.11 shows the frame lengths used by the ground station when four, ten and
twenty UAVs are considered. For twenty UAVs, we can see that the ground station
uses 12-15 time slots for nearly 90% of the frames. This is because for twenty UAVs,
having fewer than twelve time slots means each slot has to accommodate more than
two UAVs. Consequently, there is higher inter-user interference and more decoding
failures. Similarly, having too many slots will result in idle slots, in which case the
ground station reduces the number of slots. Due to these reasons, the frame length
for ten UAVs remains near 6-8 time slots per frame. Similarly, is the case of four
UAVs, the frame length remains 3-4 slots per frame. Looking at the frame lengths
for four, ten and twenty UAVs, we can observe that the frame length always remains
around 60% to 75% of the number of UAVs.




























Figure 4.11: Time slots per frame.
Figure 4.12 shows a comparison of throughput when L-MAC uses either a fixed or
dynamic frame length. We can see that the throughput for dynamic frame L-MAC
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remains around 600 kbps and does not drop when the number of UAVs increases.
This is because L-MAC with a dynamic frame is able to adjust its frame length
when the number of decoding failures increases when there are more UAVs.



























Figure 4.12: Throughput comparison between fixed and dynamic frame length L-
MAC
Figure 4.12 also shows that when there are four UAVs, with a fixed frame size,
L-MAC outperforms the case when the frame size is dynamic. Specifically, in the
fixed frame size case, L-MAC achieves a throughput of 693 kbps when there are four
UAVs. On the other hand, if the frame is sized dynamically, L-MAC manages only
636 kbps. This is because when the frame size is fixed, L-MAC has five slots per
frame for four UAVs, which means some of the time slots will always be idle. On the
other hand, dynamic frame L-MAC will reduce the number of time slots from five
to four or three. Having fewer time slots increases the chances of decoding failures.
Consequently, the throughout is also reduced from 693 to 613 kbps. We can also see
that both L-MAC protocols achieve nearly the same throughput when the number
of UAVs is six to eight. Specifically, both achieve a throughput of nearly 600 kbps.
This is because a frame length of five time slots is sufficient to accommodate six to
eight UAVs. However, as the number of UAVs further increases from eight to twenty,
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the fixed frame size of five slots proves to be insufficient for such large number of
UAVs. Consequently, throughput reduces with increasing number of UAVs. For
example, L-MAC achieves a throughput of 485 kbps for ten UAVs, which reduces
to 71 kbps for twenty UAVs. On the other hand, using a dynamic frame results in
a throughput of 671 kbps for ten UAVs and 580 kbps when there are twenty UAVs.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed a MAC scheme that allows a number of UAVs to learn
when to transmit in a distributed manner. Additionally, UAVs collaborate with
a ground station, which is responsible for adjusting the frame size. The proposed
approach is tested under different network parameters and also compared against
other related schemes. Simulation results show that the proposed MAC scheme out-
performs other schemes in different network conditions such as varying temperature
parameter τ , shape parameter µ, number of UAVs and frame sizes.
As discussed in Section 1.2, changing a UAV’s antenna orientation changes its
channel gain. This can be advantageous in SIC capable networks since one or multi-
ple UAVs can switch their antenna orientation to improve SIC decoding. However,
the current version of L-MAC does not consider antenna orientation. Therefore, the
next chapter extends L-MAC to incorporate antenna orientation of UAVs.
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An orientation aware MAC for multi-UAV
Networks
This chapter proposes an orientation aware L-MAC. The proposed scheme aims to
utilize the capability of UAVs to switch their antenna orientations. In particular,
a number of works, such as [73], have shown that the orientation of a UAV has an
impact on the channel condition or gain at a ground station. This is particularly
advantageous when the ground station has a SIC radio. UAVs are able to re-orient
themselves to improve SIC decoding success. Consider the example scenario with
two UAVs in Figure 5.1. We can see in Figure 5.1(a) that the two UAVs have the
same antenna orientation. Suppose that at this orientation, the received power is
not sufficient to cause a difference that allows SIC decoding to be successful. Hence,
the transmission from these two UAVs fails. Now consider Figure 5.1(b), where a
UAV changes its orientation, which causes a different receive power at the ground
station. In this case, this new orientation allows the ground station to successfully
decode all transmissions. To this end, this chapter allows UAVs to learn the most
suitable antenna orientation.
A number of works have focused on UAVs placement or optimizing antenna
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Figure 5.1: An example transmission scenario.
heading angles such as [123]. They have a similar aim as ours, i.e., throughput
maximization. However, they do not aim to derive a transmission schedule, and
their UAVs do not have any learning ability.
In this chapter, there are two actions to be optimized: (i) transmission time,
and (ii) orientation. To this end, this chapter introduces an orientation aware MAC
scheme for UAVs. Specifically, it addresses the following optimization problem:
given a UAVs network with a ground station that has SIC capability, determine
the shortest possible transmission schedule for UAVs. Each UAV is tasked with
learning the best transmission policy i.e., to determine the best time slot and an-
tenna orientation. A challenging issue is the random channel gains caused by UAVs
mobility. To this end, a novel stochastic optimization problem is formulated in Sec-
tion 5.2. Next section then proposes a distributed MAC called L-MAC that uses the
well-known Softmax based function to determine the said actions; see Section 5.3.
Advantageously, L-MAC does not require the ground station to collect channel state
information from each UAV, and thus making it suitable for use in large-scale UAVs
networks. Results show that L-MAC achieves up to 68% higher throughput as




The network comprises of |U | fixed/mobile UAVs and a ground station, denoted
as s, where U = {1, 2, . . . , |U |} is the set of UAVs. Each UAV i ∈ U is equipped
with a radio for communication with ground station s and transmits with power
P . In addition, UAVs always have traffic to transmit. The UAVs network oper-
ates in terms of frames. Each frame contains z time slots; each time slot is rep-
resented as t, where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , z}. In each time slot t, if UAV i is scheduled
to transmit, it selects an orientation k ∈ O to transmit data to ground station s,
where O is a set of orientations. For example, a possibility can be |O| = 4, where
O = {‘North′, ‘South′, ‘East′, ‘West′}. Let Gtik denote the channel coefficient of UAV
i when it transmits in orientation k at time t. Moreover, Gtik is drawn from a
Nakagami-m [56] distribution, which includes the path loss. Also, Γt ⊆ U denotes
the set of UAVs that have chosen to transmit in time slot t.
5.2 The Problem
The problem consists of two parts: (i) the ground station needs to determine the best
frame size z, and (ii) for each frame, each UAV i needs to select a transmission slot.
In both parts, the aim is to maximize the sum-rate. In part (i), for a given frame
size m, each UAV i has two decisions or actions: (a) ati, which is set to one (a
t
i = 1)
if it selects to transmit in slot t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, and (b) atik, which is set to one if
it chooses to use orientation k when transmitting in slot t; i.e., atik = 1 and a
t
i = 1.




ik)], with t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
i ∈ U and k ∈ O, meaning vector am has dimension m× |U | × |O|. Let Am denote
a collection of all possible transmission schedules am; i.e., the set Am contains all
possible combinations of transmission slots and orientations of all UAVs. Also, each




i = 1. In addition, if a
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i = 1,
























Note, if UAV i does not transmit (ati = 0), then its SINR will be less than β, and
thus rti(am) = 0. Also, p
t = {P tjk | P tjkatjk > 0,∀j ∈ U,∀k ∈ O}. Using (5.1), the







Part (ii) of the problem can formally be defined now. Formally, for a given frame
of length m, the aim is to identify an action a∗m that yields the maximum average
reward,
a∗m = arg max
a∈Am
E [R(a)] (5.3)
The expectation is taken with respect to the joint probability distribution of channel
gains to UAVs.
Let’s consider the part (i) of the problem now. The ground station aims to
determine a frame size m that yields the maximum average throughput.




where a∗m is the optimal joint action for frame size m.
To conclude this section, note that if all channel gains are fixed or known, then
the problem of determining the shortest link schedule/frame is a known NP-hard
problem [208]. Intuitively, this is supported by the fact that the size of Am increases
exponentially with the number of UAVs and orientations. In particular, the problem
can be reduced to that in [208] by treating each orientation of a UAV as a link.
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Hence, for the perfect channel gain case, the proposed problem is at least as hard as
that in [208]. Lastly, obtaining channel gain information is not practical if there are
a large number of UAVs. This requires the ground station to probe each UAV, which
becomes prohibitively expensive increasing number of UAVs. Moreover, the ground
station will have to probe devices in every time slot of each frame and assume
the channel to/from each UAV does not vary for the duration one slot, which is
unlikely to be the case if UAVs are mobile. These limitations motivate the proposed
distributed MAC protocol.
5.3 An Orientation Learning MAC
The proposed distributed MAC enables each UAV to learn the best time slot in a
given schedule and also orientation that yields the highest transmission success. It
associates a probability to each time slot and orientation, where a high probability
indicates a high reward. Figure 5.2 shows the steps taken by a UAV to learn the
transmission probability of each slot and corresponding antenna orientation for a
schedule length m that is transmitted by the ground station.
Figure 5.2: A UAV’s learning process.
For a given frame lengthm, let αmi denote the PMF over time slots t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
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and αmit is the PMF over the set K of antenna orientations for the selected time slot
t. Let αmi (t) represent the probability that UAV i transmits in time slot t, and
αmit (k) is the probability that UAV i will use the k-th antenna orientation in slot t.
Next steps explain how UAV i constructs the PMF αmi (t) and α
m
it (k). Initially,
all UAVs set both PMFs to be the uniform distribution. Thus each UAV selects
a transmission slot and an orientation uniformly. Assume UAV i selects time slot
t, and orientation k. Let the reward corresponding to orientation k be denoted
uit(k), which equals the transmission rate rβ if the ground station indicates UAV
i’s transmission is successful. Otherwise, it is zero. Then UAV i calculates the






where τ is called the temperature parameter, which controls the probability that a
UAV exploits the best action or orientation thus far or explore other orientations in
O. The PMF αmi is calculated in a similar way. Let ui(t) be the reward, e.g., data






The above process of learning the best slots and orientations is repeated until con-
vergence, whereby the difference in throughput between adjacent schedules is less
than a predefined value of ε. Upon reaching convergence, UAVs select a time slot
and an antenna orientation based on PMFs ᾱi and α̂ij respectively.
The ground station is responsible for informing UAVs and adjusting the schedule
length based on the number of observed transmission successes, failures and idle
slots. After informing UAVs of a given schedule length m, it waits for UAVs to
achieve convergence. After that, it monitors the performance in terms of the number
of success, collision and idle slots for the schedule with length m; see Figure 5.3.
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As an example, if there are two collisions, i.e., c = 2, then the value 0.2 will be
added to the schedule length. If the schedule length changes after rounding up,
the ground station informs all UAVs. Note that if UAVs have existing PMFs for a
schedule length m, then they simply use these PMFs to select a transmission slot
and orientation; i.e., they do not need to learn new PMFs. In Figure 5.3, the value
0.1 controls the sensitivity in which the schedule length increases/decreases. For
example, assume it observed two collisions then c = 2, therefore 0.2 will be added
to the current schedule length. Once the ground station has a new schedule length,
it is transmitted to the UAVs and the process repeats.
Figure 5.3: A ground station’s schedule length adjustment process.
5.4 Evaluation
The experiments are conducted in Matlab. The system considers up to twenty UAVs.
The distance from the ground station to UAVs ranges from 20 to 400 meters. The
proposed L-MAC is first trained over a period of 100,000 frames. After that, the
data rate of UAVs over 1000 frames are recorded. The SINR threshold is set to
β = 1 (dB); this corresponds to a rate of 500 kbps. Each plot is an average of
ten simulation runs. The temperature τ decreases linearly after each frame, where
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Number of UAVs 4 to 20
Time slots per frame 5
Number of Frames 100,000
Transmit power 1 Watt
SINR threshold [1,2] dB
Channel model Nakagami-m
Antenna orientations K 0◦, 90◦, 270◦, 360◦
Temperature parameter τ 110 to 5
it starts from τ = 110 from the first frame and reaches a value of τ = 5 in the
last frame; this affords the ground station and UAVs sufficient time to explore their
action space before converging onto the best action. The set of antenna orientations
is K = {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦}. Note that as the problem is new, there are no other
MACs to compare against fairly. As a benchmark, the Aloha protocol is customized
to operate over a ground station with (i) a SIC radio, labeled as Aloha with SIC
(ASIC), and (ii) no SIC radio, labeled as Aloha without SIC (AWSIC). The list of
simulation parameters is presented in Table 5.1.
5.4.1 Throughput
From Figure 5.4, we see that L-MAC outperforms ASIC and AWSIC. This is because
UAVs using L-MAC learn which time slot and antenna orientation will lead to higher
chance of successful transmissions. On the other hand, UAVs that employ ASIC and
AWSIC select a time slot randomly. Consequently, they perform poorly as compared
to L-MAC. For example, in case of ten UAVs, the average data rate is approximately
430 kbps for L-MAC. However, ASIC and AWSIC with a frame size of ten achieves
360 kbps and 280 kbps, respectively, for the same number of UAVs.
Referring to Figure 5.4), we also see that the average data rate for ASIC and
AWSIC decreases as the number of UAVs increases. This is because these protocols
have a fixed number of time slots per frame i.e., five and ten. For small number
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Figure 5.4: L-MAC, ASIC vs. AWSIC at β = 1
of UAVs, these frame sizes are appropriate. However, with more UAVs, collisions
increases, which results in a lower data rate. For example ASIC with a frame length
of ten achieves a data rate of 450 kbps for four UAVs, which drops to 240 kbps
for twenty UAVs. On the other hand, L-MAC manages to maintain a data rate of
around 425 kbps as it is able to adjust the frame length based on the number of
transmission failures.
5.4.2 Convergence of L-MAC
Figure 5.5 shows the convergence rate of L-MAC for ten UAVs when τ is either fixed
or dynamic. The average data rate is over 1000 frames. We see that when τ is large,
i.e., 100, the average data rate is low; i.e., 285 kbps. This is because Softmax is less
likely to explore, and thus it may converge onto the local optima solution. If τ is
dynamic, the average data rate fluctuates initially as UAVs explore and learn the
reward of each time slot and corresponding orientation. Finally, they converge onto
the best time slot and orientation; initially, the average data rate is approximately
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285 kbps before settling to 325 kbps at the 98-th frame.
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Figure 5.5: Convergence rate of L-MAC
5.4.3 Effect of Increasing Antenna Orientations
Lastly, this subsection investigates how the available number of antenna orientations
affect the average data rate. For this simulation, K = {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦}.
We see from Figure 5.6 that if UAVs more orientations, then the average data rate is
higher. That is because of higher diversity in channel gains. Figure 5.6 shows that
the data rate for a single orientation is 383 kbps, which increases to 397 kbps for two
orientations and 420 kbps when there are eight orientations. The shape parameter µ
of the Nakagami-m distribution is also modified, where µ controls the fading depth
[56]; a lower µ value corresponds to a higher fading depth. From Figure 5.6, we see
that the average data rate increases by 2% the value of µ is increased from 0.5 to 2
and by 5% when µ = 5.
Specifically, when µ = 0.5, a throughput of 409 kbps is obtained. At µ = 2.5,
the throughput increases to 416 kbps, and when µ = 5, the throughput is 426
kbps. Advantageously, L-MAC is able to learn the best orientation for all channel
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Figure 5.6: Number of orientations
conditions or µ values.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed a distributed MAC that enables UAVs to learn the best
transmission slot and corresponding orientation for a given schedule length. The
results show that L-MAC has at least double the average data rate of the Aloha
protocol. Simulation results show that a dynamic learning rate is necessary, and a
higher number of orientation yields better average data rate.
Beside orientation, another approach to change the received power at a receiver
is to optimize the placement of nodes. In other words, the position of a SIC ca-
pable receiver can be optimized in order to maximize the number of concurrent
transmissions from ground nodes. However, L-MAC considers a SIC receiver is at
a fixed location. To this end, the next chapter considers a mobile SIC receiver. In
particular, the next chapter aims to optimize UAVs placement.
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Chapter 6
UAV Placement Optimization using Gibbs
Sampling
As discussed in Chapter 1, UAVs are likely to function as mobile base stations. In
this respect, a MAC protocol plays a critical role in ensuring ground stations or
sensor nodes transmit frequently to a UAV. In particular, a short TDMA schedule
allows ground devices to transmit periodically in a dedicated slot without contention,
and ensure a high link capacity.
Figure 6.1 shows an example cell with six possible UAV positions and two ground
devices A and B. When the UAV is placed at position ‘5’, the received power from
both ground devices is nearly the same. In this case, SIC decoding may not perform
well and both ground devices transmit individually. As SIC decoding is unlikely to
be successful, the resulting TDMA schedule contains two time slots. However, at
position ‘1’, there is a significant difference in received power, which allows the SIC
decoder at the UAV to decode both transmissions successfully. Both sensor A and
B can thus transmit in the same slot, which results in a shorter TDMA schedule
length.





















Figure 6.1: An example cell depicting two possible UAV positions.
position in each cell that offers the maximum received power diversity. Specifically, it
contains the following contributions. First, it addresses a novel problem of minimiz-
ing the schedule length by optimizing the location of one or more UAVs. Second, for
the first time, it shows how Gibbs sampling can be used to address such a problem.
Advantageously, the proposed solution allows a UAV to learn the optimal position
in a cell in a distributed manner. Third, it considers a scenario with multiple UAVs.
This is significant because each UAV may experience interference from neighbouring
cells. Again, the proposed solution uses Gibbs sampling to find the optimal position
in presence of interference from neighbouring cells. The simulation results show
that the schedule length is up to 17% shorter at the optimal location as compared
to other locations.
The next section discusses the system model. Section 6.2 presents the problem
mathematically. Section 6.3 presents the Gibbs sampling approach. The results are
discussed in Section 6.4 and lastly, conclusions are presented in Section 6.5.
6.1 System Model
Time is divided into fixed duration slots. Each slot is denoted as tj, where j is the
slot index. Let Fm be the m-th frame, and |Fm| represents the number of slots in
the m-th frame. Each ground device is assigned a time slot in every frame. A fixed
geographical area is considered that is divided into M cells. Each cell is further
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divided into Z grid positions. The set of grid positions in the j-th cell is denoted
as Γj = {γj1, γ
j
2, . . . , γ
j
Z}. Figure 6.2 depicts an example cell with Z = 9. The set of
ground devices denoted as S and the UAV in the j-th cell is denoted as uj. Each
sensor is assumed to be equipped with a half-duplex radio for communication. The
coordinate or location of sensor si is denoted as (xi, yi), where i = 1, 2, . . . , |S|.
Assume that the ground devices are saturated, meaning they always have data to
transfer. The UAV in the j-th cell can select any grid position in Γj. The altitude of
each UAV is fixed at h meters. The transmit power from sensor si ∈ S to the UAV
is given as pit. Also, it is assumed that each sensor node manages to harvest energy
at the start of each TDMA schedule to transmit with power pit. Let g
k
i denote the





t denote the received power at the UAV for sensor si at location k. Note













Figure 6.2: An example cell with nine grid positions.
6.2 The Problem
The objective is to minimize |Fm|, in terms of slots, while ensuring each sensor
is assigned a time slot. The problem at hand is to determine the most suitable
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position for the UAV that yields the shortest schedule. Note that each of the Z
positions yields a different received power for each sensor, which may improve SIC
decoding success [201]. If a position allows multiple transmissions to be decoded,
then it helps reduce the frame length. Let the function Φ(γk) represent the schedule
length obtained for location γk. The problem at hand is to identify the optimal UAV
location γ∗ that yields the shortest schedule length. Formally,
γ∗ = min
γ∈Γ
E [Φ(γ)] . (6.1)
The expectation is taken with respect to the joint probability distribution {gki } for
all k ∈ Γ and i ∈ S.
The next aim is to maximizes the throughput. In particular, the objective to
identify a location γ ∈ Γ that maximized the overall throughput T ∗; formally,
T ∗ = max
γ∈Γ
Tγ (6.2)
6.3 A Gibbs Sampling Solution
6.3.1 Background
To address problem (6.1), the proposed solution employs Gibbs sampling [209].
Gibbs sampling is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method that can be used
to obtain a sequence of observations from a probability distribution. Consider a
probability distribution with K possible states. Let σ̄ represent the probability
distribution of these states, and the states at the n-th iteration are {bn1 , bn2 , . . . , bnK}.
The main idea is to sample from the probability distribution to determine the most
likely state in each iteration. Gibbs sampling then evaluates the reward of a sampled
state and proceeds to update the probability distribution using the obtained reward.
A Gibbs-sampler, see Algorithm 4, operates as follows. Line 1 initializes the
probability distribution σ̄. A function Sample() is used to select a state from the
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probability distribution. Another function Calc() is used to update the probability
distribution after each sample. In line 4, the Gibbs sampler samples bn1 based on the
current value of all other states bn−12 , b
n−1
3 , . . . , b
n−1
K . In the next step, it samples b
n
2




4 , . . . , b
n−1
K . In the same way, it samples through all K states
in each iteration. Let U(bnk) denote the reward for selecting the k-th state in the
n-th iteration. After sampling each state, the Gibbs sampler updates the probability
distribution σ̄ based on the reward U(bnk). The goal is to find state(s) that maximize
the reward function. To find such state(s), each state is weighted or is assigned a
high probability if it has a high reward. The probability of selecting state bnk in the







where τ > 0 is the temperature parameter. A high τ value means the Gibbs sampler
will more likely test or explore all other states, whereas a low τ value means it will
quickly converge onto a possibly sub-optimal probability distribution.
Algorithm 4 A generic Gibbs sampler
Input: J (Total number of iterations)
1: Initialize probability vector σ̄
2: n = 1
3: while n < J do
4: Sample (bn1 | bn−12 , bn−13 , . . . , bn−1K ), Calc(σ̄, bn1 )
5: Sample (bn2 | bn1 , bn−13 , . . . , bn−1K ), Calc(σ̄, bn2 )
6:
...
7: Sample (bnK | bn1 , bn2 , . . . , bnK−1), Calc(σ̄, bnK)
8: n = n + 1
9: end while
The aforementioned probability distribution corresponds to all locations in Γ;
each state corresponds to a location in Γ. The probability of selecting a location γk
is given as σ̄(γk). The reward function U(γk) of the k-th location is defined as,
U(γk) = 1/Φ(γk). (6.4)
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In words, the reward is inversely proportional to the schedule length, meaning a
location with a shorter schedule will have a higher reward. Equivalently, a location
with a shorter schedule will have a higher probability of being selected.
6.3.2 Single Cell
The Gibbs-based placement process is depicted in Figure 6.3. Initially, the UAV
selects a location randomly and a schedule is constructed for the selected location.
A schedule is constructed for each location according to Algorithm 5. The basic
idea is to greedily add sensor node into a slot tm. Line 4 sorts all ground devices in
non-decreasing order of their received power level. At line 6, function GetSensor()
retrieves the k-th sensor from the set S. Algorithm then checks whether this sensor
is compatible with those in slot tm; i.e., whether their respective transmission sat-
isfies the required SINR threshold. If so, sensor sk is included into slot tm. After
checking all sensor nodes, those that have been scheduled are removed from the set
S. The constructed time slot tm is then added into the set F . Once the schedule
is constructed for a given location, the UAV calculates (6.4), which is then used
to update the probability mass function (Eq. 6.3) and the UAV moves to a new
location as per Algorithm 4.
6.3.3 Multiple Cells
In this part, there are M cells, with one UAV base station in each cell. Therefore,
each UAV may experience interference from other UAVs. Optimizing a UAV place-
ment in the presence of interference is challenging because the optimal location for
one cell may cause interference to a neighbouring cell’s UAV. The first objective is
to optimize each UAV’s location in its cell. Once the optimal location is identified
for each UAV, the next aim is to use the optimal positions and identify the optimal
schedule length for each UAV.
The proposed approach works in the following way. Let φi ∈ Φ be the initial
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Figure 6.3: A UAV’s learning process in single cell scenario.
Algorithm 5 Link schedule construction
Input: S
Output: F
1: m = 1, F = ∅
2: while |S| > 0 do
3: k = 1, tm = ∅
4: S = Sort(S)
5: while k ≤ |S| do
6: sk = GetSensor(S, k)
7: if CheckCompatible(tm, sk) = true then
8: tm = tm ∪ sk
9: end if
10: k = k + 1
11: end while
12: S = S \ tm
13: F = F ∪ tm




6.3. A Gibbs Sampling Solution
schedule length for all cells. Ground devices transmit by selecting a random time
slot in the given schedule of length φi. Then, The Gibbs sampler optimizes the UAV
location in each cell by exploring different locations on the cell grid. After placing
the UAV at each location, it records the obtained throughput, known as the reward.
Let the reward for using the k-th location in the j-th cell γjk be denoted as
U(γjk) = T (γ
j
k). Note that the reward for each location also takes into consideration
the interference from neighbouring cells. Therefore, a location that experiences
higher interference from neighbouring cells, will have a smaller throughput and
thus reward. Equivalently, a location with a higher throughput will have a higher
probability of being selected by a UAV. Then, the probability of selecting the k-th











The UAV in the j-th cell uses the PMF σ̄j to select a location in each iteration of
the Gibbs sampler. The process of learning the optimal UAV location in each cell is
further explained using a flowchart in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4 shows that the schedule
length is initially fixed and the UAV in each cell selects a location based on the PMF
σ̄. The process continues until the Gibbs sampler identifies the optimal location in
all cells. This process repeats until the overall throughput does not change over a
number of iterations. At that point, the Gibbs sampler is assumed to have achieved
convergence for location.
The next task is to identify the optimal schedule length in the set of all schedules
Φ. Again, Gibbs sampling is used to find the optimal schedule length. The objective
in this case is to identify the optimal schedule length for each UAV that results in
the maximum throughput. The Gibbs sampler identifies the optimal schedule length
by exploring different schedule length in Φ. Suppose the Gibbs sampler selects
the k-th schedule φk. Then, the reward for selecting this schedule length will be
U(φk) = T (φk). Then, the probability of selecting the k-th schedule in the j-th cell,
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Figure 6.4: The learning process for the optimal UAV position.








The process of learning the optimal schedule length is further depicted in Fig-
ure 6.5 using a flowchart. We can see in Figure 6.5 that all UAVs are placed at
the optimal positions at the start. Then, the PMF σ̃ is used to select a schedule.
After that, each ground device transmits in the selected schedule. Then, the Gibbs
sampler updates the PMF σ̃ based on the recorded reward for the selected sched-
ule length. This process repeats until the convergence is achieved for the schedule
length.
6.4 Evaluation
The experiments are conducted in Matlab. The system consists of multiple ground
devices and one UAV in each cell. The UAV is placed at a height of 200 meters
from the ground. The UAV and ground devices are equipped with a 2.4 GHz radio
and transmit at a fixed power of 1 Watt. For simplicity, assume each cell to be
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Figure 6.5: The learning process for the optimal schedule length.
Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters.
Parameter Value
Frequency 2.4 GHz
UAV height 200 meters
Channel model Nakagami-m
Area of cell 500 m2
Transmit power 1 Watt
Temperature parameter τ 110 to 5
square-shaped where the area of each cell is 500 m2, unless specified. The results
presented in Section 6.4.1 consider a single cell whereby there is no interference from
neighboring cells. After that, Section 6.4.2 considers multi-cells, meaning ground
stations will experience interference from transmissions in neighboring cells. Ta-
ble 6.1 summarizes the simulation parameters.
6.4.1 Single Cell
Figure 6.6 shows an example cell with optimal location. We can see the optimal
UAV position is between the corner and center of a cell. This is because at the
optimal location, a UAV is able to obtain the highest diversity in received power
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from all nodes. On the other hand, when the UAV is placed at the center of a cell,
its distance to the nodes is smaller, resulting in less difference in received power
levels. Therefore, we observe better performance when the UAV is placed at the
optimal location.

















Optimal Location Center Location
Figure 6.6: An example cell with 250 ground devices depicting the optimal UAV
position
Figure 6.7 and 6.8 show the obtained schedule length for the optimal and center
UAV locations. We can see in Figure 6.7 that the schedule length is significantly
shorter when the UAV is placed at the optimal location as compared to the center
location. Specifically, the frame length is 195 slots for the optimal location when
the area is 200 m2. In comparison, the frame length is 235 slots when the UAV
is placed at the center. From Figure 6.7, we also observe that the schedule length
decreases as the area of cell increases. The schedule length is bigger for a smaller cell
such as 200 m2 because the distance between the nearest and farthest nodes is very
small. Consequently, SIC cannot perform well due to a lower difference in received
power levels. The difference in received power levels increases as the area increases.
Therefore, the schedule length decreases. For example, the schedule length for the
optimal location is 195 time slots per frame when the area is 200 m2, which decreases
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Figure 6.7: Performance with increasing cell area.
to 167 time slots when the area is increased to 1500 m2. This is due to the increase
in distance between the ground devices and the UAV, which results in a higher
difference in received power levels. The schedule length for the center location
also drops from 235 to 200 time slots per frame. We also observe from Figure 6.7
that the schedule length decreases significantly when the area increases up to 800
m2. However, it remains nearly the same when the area is increased further. This is
because, when the cell area is too big, e.g., greater than 1000 m2, the obtained SINR
becomes very small. Consequently, the chances of failed transmissions increase due
to a lower SINR. As a result, the schedule length does not reduce further.
Figure 6.8 shows the impact of increasing number of ground devices on schedule
length. We can see that as expected, the schedule length increases when the number
of ground devices increases. This is because having more ground devices means
more time slots are needed to accommodate them. Therefore, the schedule length
increases as the number of ground devices increases. In particular, the schedule
length for the optimal UAV location increases from 32 to 345 time slots per frame
when the number of ground devices increases from 50 to 500. The schedule length
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Figure 6.8: Performance with increasing number of ground devices.
is nearly 15% higher when the UAV is placed at the center of a cell.
6.4.2 Multiple Cells
This subsection discusses the results obtained for multiple cells, thereby, taking into
account the interference from neighbouring cells.
6.4.2.1 Optimizing Location
In this experiment, the number of cells is increased from one to four. The number
of ground devices in each cell is 250 and the schedule length is fixed to 125 time
slots per frame.
From Figure 6.9, we see that the success rate reduces as the number of cells
increases. In particular, the success rate for the optimal location reduces from 47%
to 23% when the number of cells increases from one to four. Similarly, the success
rate for the center location decreases from 45% to 20%. This is because increasing the
number of cells increases the interference. In the case of four cells, each transmission
in any cell can experience up to three interfering transmissions from other cells.
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Therefore, the success rate decreases as the number of cells increases.
























Figure 6.9: Performance with increasing number of cells.
The next experiment increases the area of each cell from one square km to eight
square km and studies the impact on success rate. Figure 6.10 shows that the success
rate increases with an increase in cell area. Specifically, we observe that the success
rate for the optimal location increases from 19% to 27% when the area size increases
from 1000 to 8000 m2. Similarly, the success rate when an UAV is placed at the
center of each cell increases from 17% to 23%. The lowest success rate is obtained
for the shortest cell area because the interference is highest when the area is small.
As the area is increased, interference reduces. In addition, SIC also works better as
area increases due to a higher difference in received power levels. Consequently, the
success rate increases with increasing cell area.
This part studies the impact of schedule length on success rate. The area of each
cell is fixed to 5000 m2 and the number of ground devices to 250. Figure 6.11 shows
that as expected, the success rate increases as the schedule length increases. In
particular, the success rate for optimal location increases from 16% to 35% whereas,
for center location, it increases from 14 to 32%. This is because when there are
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Figure 6.10: Performance with increasing cell size.
fewer time slots per frame, more ground devices will transmit together in each slot.
Correspondingly, when the number of time slots is higher, there are fewer ground
devices that select the same time slots, resulting in a better success rate.
Figure 6.12 shows the number of ground devices per time slot for different sched-
ule lengths. We can see that as expected when there are a higher number of ground
devices, each time slot accommodates more ground devices. For example, in the
case of 400 ground devices, if the schedule length is 100, four ground devices will
occupy each time slot. If the total number of ground devices is decreased to 250,
only 2.5 ground devices occupy each time. We can also observe that the number of
ground devices per slot decreases as the schedule length increases. For example in
the case of 250 ground devices, each time slot accommodates 2.5 ground devices if
the schedule length is 100 slots. If the schedule length is increased to to 450, each
slot will accommodate only 0.66 ground devices.
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Figure 6.11: Performance with increasing schedule length.


































Figure 6.12: Number of ground devices occupying each time slot.
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6.4.2.2 Optimal Schedule Length
In this subsection, each UAV’s location is fixed to the optimal position as per Sec-
tion 6.4.2.1. The objective here is to find the optimal schedule length. Figure 6.13
shows that the optimal schedule length remains around 110 time slots per frame
when there are 250 ground devices. When the schedule length is smaller than 100,
each time slot is occupied by 2.5 ground devices on average, which results in higher
transmission failures. On the other hand, for a bigger frame length such as 200, it
takes more time for the ground devices to transmit, which reduces their throughout.
Figure 6.13 shows the throughput comparison between fixed and optimal schedule
length. We can see that the obtained throughput for optimal schedule length re-
mains around 0.26 Mbps when the area of cell is 7000 m2. For the same area, a
throughput of 0.24 Mbps is obtained when L = 125 and 0.23 Mbps when L = 100.
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The optimal placement of a mobile base station is important in UAV aided WSNs.
This is because a UAV base station needs to offer frequent transmission opportunities
to all ground nodes. To this end, this chapter proposes a method to identify the
optimal schedule length through placement optimization of a SIC capable UAV.
Advantageously, the chapter also considers a challenging scenario with multiple cells,
thereby, considering interference from neighbouring cells. The chapter identifies
the optimal position of each UAV by using Gibbs sampling based approach. The
results show that the proposed method significantly reduces the schedule length and




This thesis studies link scheduling approaches for multi-UAV networks. In par-
ticular, it studies centralized and distributed TDMA MACs. Critically, it studies
whether UAVs and ground stations can be equipped with learning approaches to
select a TDMA schedule as well as optimize parameters such transmission slot, data
rate, schedule length, and orientation and/or placement of UAVs. These approaches
can be useful for multi-UAV networks working in a variety of applications such as
cellular base stations, reconnaissance, farming and border surveillance.
Henceforth, this thesis addresses a number of problems. The first problem is to
identify the best TDMA schedule that works best over random channel gains. This
is a challenging problem because the total number of possible schedules can be very
large and the ground station has imperfect channel state information. Another issue
of concern is information required to compute a schedule. As discussed in Chapter 1,
a distributed MAC is preferred for UAVs. This is because it allows UAVs to make
decisions based only on local information. Lastly, this thesis considers optimizing
the placement or location of UAVs. This problem is significant because placing a
UAV at the optimal position can result in a shorter TDMA schedule length and also
helps minimize interference caused to or by neighboring cells.
To address the first problem, Chapter 3 proposes a discrete optimization based
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algorithm to identify the best schedule. The chapter also proposes a solution to
generate a subset of transmission schedules when the number of UAVs is high. The
second problem is addressed in Chapter 4, which outlines a distributed MAC called
L-MAC. The proposed L-MAC allows UAVs to learn the most suitable time slots in
a transmission schedule. UAVs use the Softmax function to learn which time slot in
a TDMA schedule is more suitable for transmission. The next problem addressed
in this thesis is to determine the optimal schedule length. The proposed MAC,
called L-MAC, requires a ground station to monitor the number of collisions and
idle slots. If there is a high number of collisions, the ground station increases the
schedule length. Otherwise, in case of idle time slots, it decreases the schedule
length. Chapter 6 presents a problem that aims to optimize the placement of UAVs.
The hypothesis is that changing the location of a UAV would change the received
power from ground devices, and thereby help increase the number of SIC decoding
successes. In addition, this chapter also considers interference from neighboring
cells, and outlines a learning approach based on Gibbs sampling to determine the
optimal location of UAVs.
This thesis confirms that using SIC and TDMA based link access protocols signif-
icantly improve UAV network performance. For example, Chapter 3 shows that up
to four UAVs can be scheduled in a single time slot. This means the resulting sched-
ule will be significantly shorter as compared to a schedule with a single transmitter
in each time slot. This thesis also showed that learning techniques can be used to
configure network parameters. In this way, UAVs are able to learn the most suitable
schedule length, transmission slots, data rate, orientation, or/and placement.
There are numerous future directions. One of which is to add transmit power
control to L-MAC. This would then allow UAVs to adapt their transmit power
to meet SIC requirements. Another possible direction is to extend the work to
multi-hop UAV networks. This will enable greater network coverage. However, any
developed solutions will have to address the hidden terminal problem and aim to
maximize spatial reuse. Lastly, developing energy efficient MAC protocols is an
127
important direction as UAVs are energy constrained.
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